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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: L90F Wheel Loader

may be continuously monitored. If the clutch health starts to degrade a service
and/or repair may be scheduled well in advance of a potential clutch failure in order
to fit into a machine’s working/service schedule. In that way the downtime of a
machine may be reduced.

1.1 Problem Area and Gap
Clutch discs in the multiple disc wet clutch pack are designed to slip for limited
periods of time (slip time) in order not to burn the clutch material through the ex-
cessive friction heat generated [2]. Too long slip time generates excessive heat
which degrades the friction material. Thus, the friction characteristics of the wet
clutches are crucial for the ultimate performance of the clutches because they de-
fine how long time a clutch slips during an engagement [3]. Furthermore, a clutch
is said to have failed when it can no longer transmit the desired torque. The level of
torque transfer in wet clutches is controlled by the generated friction. A good and
stable friction coefficient which keeps output torque at a required level is important
[3, 4]. Unwanted clutch slippage is a result of diminishing frictional characteristics
of the clutch system [3]. The coefficient of friction may be affected by sliding
speed, varying load, boundary friction, contact temperature of clutch plates and
friction due to fluid flow through the friction material (thin-film friction) [4, 5]. At
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Abstract

Construction equipment companies continuously upgrade their products to meet

customer demands, staying competitive with market challenges as well as improv-

ing sales and profits. With increased complexities in heavy duty machines today,

up-time is considered an important aspect of the construction equipment business

because it reduces warranty and service cost, while increasing sales and overall

customer satisfaction. Therefore, a substantial amount of research is directed to-

wards the development of intelligent machines which are capable of automatically

monitoring the health of different components in the machine.

Heavy duty construction equipment is often equipped with automatic transmis-

sions, with multiple disc wet clutches, transferring torque from the engine to the

gearbox enabling automatic gear ratio changes. The wet clutches in Volvo Con-

struction Equipment vehicles may be considered as a crucial component of the

driveline and failure may result in costly downtime. The frictional characteristics

of wet clutches are crucial for the ultimate performance because they define clutch

slip time during engagement. Furthermore, a wet clutch is considered to have failed

when it can no longer transmit the desired torque. The level of torque transfer in

wet clutches is controlled by the generated friction. Hence, clutch slippage is the re-

sult of diminishing frictional characteristics of wet clutches. Accurately monitoring

slippage in wet clutches provides an indication of the health of the clutch material.

However, many of the factors that influence the frictional characteristics of the wet

clutch are only possible to measure in a test rig and not in actual machines.

In this thesis the gap in condition monitoring of automatic transmission clutches

in an actual machine is addressed. A methodology for monitoring the health of the

clutch material on-board the machine using the available CAN-bus signals via an

on-board Data Stream Management System (DSMS) has been developed. The fea-

ture extraction methods utilized in the condition monitoring are based on Moving

Average Square Value Filtering (MASVF) and a measure of the fourth order statisti-

cal properties of the CAN-bus signals implemented as continuous queries over data

streams. Results show that the feature extraction methods provide an indication of

clutch slippage deviations.

This thesis also includes an investigation of clutch slippage detection from driv-
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eline vibrations based on spectrogram and spectral Kurtosis methods.

keywords Automatic Transmission Wet Clutches; Clutch Slippage; Data Stream

Management system; Fourth Order Statistics; Moving Average Square Value filter-

ing; Spectral Kurtosis; and Spectrogram.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Heavy duty construction equipment companies strive to continually improve their

products and services to meet customer needs, increase sales and profit. This is

paramount in their product development. An example is Volvo Construction Equip-

ment and its product development process which emphasizes the importance of the

customer needs and profit. All research and development is therefore geared to-

wards the customer, sales and profit [1]. The experimental set up used in the re-

search presented here was conducted using a Volvo L90F Wheel Loader as shown

in Fig. 1.1.

Recently, ways of improving uptime by developing intelligent on-board diag-

nostics in heavy duty construction equipment have been an on-going discussion due

to expensive downtime depending mostly on component failure [1]. The heavy

duty construction equipment companies lose money through warranty costs, which

can be quite high if major failures are reported. If failure occurs after the warranty

period is over, the customer has to pay for the service costs which may be substan-

tial depending on the type of failure. Furthermore, the current on-board diagnostic

systems use simple rules and maps to carry out diagnosis. Most failures are not

easy to diagnose as a result of too many fault codes being generated when there is a

failure. This means that, the engineers and technicians may have to spend substan-

tial amount of time to identify the failure and root-cause. Due to increasing design

complexities in machines today, a failure may cause the the machine to stand still

until the problem is identified and repaired, with a negative impact on customer

satisfaction [1].

The automatic transmission clutch, is an example of such a component whose

failure results in costly downtime, increased service cost and may increase warranty

costs. It may therefore be considered to be a critical component. To improve uptime

with respect to the clutches and their material, an On-board Data Driven Feature

Extraction Deviation Detection Technique based on real time sensor data from the

machine is considered in this thesis. In this way the health of the clutch material

3
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Figure 1.1: L90F Wheel Loader

may be continuously monitored. If the clutch health starts to degrade a service

and/or repair may be scheduled well in advance of a potential clutch failure in order

to fit into a machine’s working/service schedule. In that way the downtime of a

machine may be reduced.

1.1 Problem Area and Gap

Clutch discs in the multiple disc wet clutch pack are designed to slip for limited

periods of time (slip time) in order not to burn the clutch material through the ex-

cessive friction heat generated [2]. Too long slip time generates excessive heat

which degrades the friction material. Thus, the friction characteristics of the wet

clutches are crucial for the ultimate performance of the clutches because they de-

fine how long time a clutch slips during an engagement [3]. Furthermore, a clutch

is said to have failed when it can no longer transmit the desired torque. The level of

torque transfer in wet clutches is controlled by the generated friction. A good and

stable friction coefficient which keeps output torque at a required level is important

[3, 4]. Unwanted clutch slippage is a result of diminishing frictional characteristics

of the clutch system [3]. The coefficient of friction may be affected by sliding

speed, varying load, boundary friction, contact temperature of clutch plates and

friction due to fluid flow through the friction material (thin-film friction) [4, 5]. At
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higher contact temperatures of the clutch plates, the coefficient of friction tends to

decrease [4]. Degradation of the wet clutch results in a continual drop in the coef-

ficient of friction throughout the clutch service life [3]. The friction characteristics

of the clutch material are influenced by different factors such as the structure, poros-

ity, lubricant and permeability [2, 6]. Marklund [6] showed that friction materials

with different structure and porosity resulted in different permeability of the ma-

terials. In addition, a clutch material’s permeability affects the friction coefficient

and length of engagement of a multiple disc wet clutch [6,7]. Water contamination

in paper based friction material tends to loosen the fibers from the binders thereby

degrading the strength of a material leading to higher wear rate [4]. A paper based

friction disc with many small grooves and larger pore diameter of the facing mate-

rials exhibits stable dynamic friction properties as the oil permeation speed varies,

as shown by Tatsuhito et al. [8]. However, since higher porosity of the clutch fric-

tion material improves heat resistance, it may also result in an increase of the initial

friction coefficient at the start of the engagement resulting in shift shock [9]. The

lubricant quality affects the overall frictional characteristics of wet clutches [4]. A

poor lubricant quality can result in high friction between the clutch plates in the

low speed range and low friction between the clutch plates in the high speed range

which affects the overall clutch engagement time [4]. This also increases risk of

stick-slip phenomena (noise and shudder) and difficulties controlling the clutches

[4]. Different factors can contribute to poor oil quality such as thermal breakdown

of additives, oxidation and contamination. According to Fatima et al. [4] water con-

tamination of the lubricant not only affects torque characteristics, it also increases

vibration level and wear resistance as well as altering the friction characteristics of

the clutches [4]. Fatima et al. also observed that the presence of water changes the

lubricant viscosity, reduces additive performance, weakens the friction material and

reduces the surface roughness of the separator discs [4]. The lubricant additives

are important to keep the lubricant thermally stable and chemically compatible with

the friction material [4]. The sliding and torque transfer properties, in the boundary

lubrication regime during clutch engagement, are greatly influenced by the addi-

tives [7]. If a lubricant’s additives have been thermally broken down, the oil quality

is degraded and it will affect the frictional performance of the wet clutches [4].

A friction modifier improves the engagement phase during the boundary lubrica-

tion regime [4]. However, it is affected negatively by water, and thus its ability to

improve the friction properties of the oil is reduced [4].

To sum up, many factors influence the service life of the multiple disc wet

clutches. Most of these factors are difficult to isolate and accurately measure. This

makes it almost impossible to match the service life condition of the transmission

in an actual machine with corresponding test rig computation [10].

Of further concern are factors such as temperature of clutch plates, coefficient

of friction, torque transfer, drag torque, normal force, oil viscosity, oil quality, oil
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temperature in the clutch pack, absorbed energy, absorbed energy rate etc. Kazunari

et al. [10] focused on the degradation level of wet clutches due to temperature. They

developed the T-N curve (i.e temperature vs frequency of occurrence) for the life

calculation of multiple wet clutches [10]. However, the method presented requires

knowledge of the inner and outer temperatures of the multiple wet clutch pack as

well as the S-N curve (i.e fatigue strength vs frequency of occurrence) of the metal

thermal deformation, which only is possible to measure in a test rig.

Agusmian et al. [11] developed a test rig online condition monitoring method

for wet clutches based on monitoring the change of the relative velocity signal. This

utilizes clutch life data acquired by carrying out accelerated life tests on some com-

mercial clutches having different lining materials using a fully instrumented SAE#2

test setup, with the coefficient of friction used as a reference feature. A further in-

vestigation was carried out by Agusmian et al. [14] where they investigated the use

of the dominant modal parameters extracted from torsional vibration occurring in

the post-lock-up phase i.e just after the clutch is fully engaged, but the robustness

of this method has not been fully tested.

Regarding the use of a Data Stream Management System (DSMS) for condi-

tion monitoring, Alzghoul et al. [15] utilized a DSMS for data stream mining in

monitoring a tank test, similar to a kiln drive system used in the mining industry,

to increase availability. Further, Xu et al. [16] utilized the DSMS to continuously

validate data streaming from an industrial equipment using mathematical models.

To summarize the state-of-the-art and research problem area, many of the fac-

tors that influence the frictional characteristics of the clutch are only measurable in

a test rig and not measurable in actual heavy duty machines. Consequently, this pa-

per addresses the gap in condition monitoring of automatic transmission clutches in

an actual heavy duty machine by monitoring the health of clutch material on-board

the machine using available CAN-bus signals in the machine, an onboard DSMS

and suitable feature extraction methods to prevent clutch failure.

The research problem is addressed by the research questions below:

1. Which CAN-bus signals are most relevant to Clutch Slippage indication?

2. Which Feature Extraction Algorithm best reveals Clutch Slippage?

3. How can Clutch Slip Deviations be detected on-board from Data streams?

The research results derived from these research questions will be discussed in

the results section.
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1.2 Objective and scope

1.2.1 Purpose

The main purpose of this thesis is two fold. Firstly to identify the relevant CAN-

bus signals that can provide an indication of clutch slippage. Secondly to provide

a suitable feature extraction method to detect clutch slippage over relevant data

streams in order to prevent automatic transmission wet clutch failure.

1.2.2 Scarlet Thread and Relation Between the Papers

Figure 1.2: Scarlet Thread for Licentiate Thesis with Research Questions

The scarlet thread provides an overview of the research problem, research ques-

tions and the relations between them, as well as outlining which papers have ad-

dressed which research questions. The main objective of this thesis is to detect

clutch slippage deviations to complement the present diagnostic methods in Con-

struction Equipment, from in this case the Volvo Construction Equipment L90F
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Wheel Loader. The overall intention with this research is to reduce costly down-

time caused by clutch failure which in turn may lead to increased customer satisfac-

tion, increased sales and increased profit (as this may be sold as an extra feature on

the machine). Different CAN-bus signals both from the machine and extra sensors

have been considered in this thesis together with suitable feature extraction meth-

ods providing a good indication of clutch slippage deviation from normal behavior.

Research question 1 is addressed in papers A and B, research question 2 in papers

A, B and C and lastly research question 3 in paper A. The papers are related to each

other as described in Fig. 1.2.

1.2.3 Delimitation

Streaming data from the machine CAN-bus and IPETRonic CAN-bus for extra-

sensors has been used for this study. However, the main focus has been on the

machine CAN-bus signals. In this thesis we have not addressed the generation of

fault codes from detected clutch slippage deviations. In addition, even though clutch

slippage may also be detected from driveline vibration signals, as presented in paper

B, the measured vibration signal was not broadcast on the CAN-bus for real time

analysis onboard.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Automatic Transmission Wet Clutches

Automatic transmissions in heavy duty machines are equipped with multiple disc

wet clutches enabling the automatic changing of gear ratio [7]. Multiple disc wet

clutches are considered to be the backbone of the automatic transmission. The

multiple disc wet clutches are often used in automatic transmissions and limited

slip differentials because they allow slipping. This means that the shafts can be

connected while there is a large variation between the speeds of rotation of the two

shafts [7]. A wet clutch is simply a clutch that operates while submerged in a

lubricant (referred to here as the Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF)). This lowers

the friction between the discs when compared to a dry clutch [12]. A multiple

disc wet clutch pack basically comprises of separator discs, friction discs, lubricant,

piston and two shafts. A multiple disc wet clutch is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The clutch plates are arranged in such a way that one disc type is driven by the

hub and the other by the drum [11]. The drum and hub are driven by a joint that

allows axial movement such as splines and lugs [11].The separator disc and the

friction disc are positioned such that they lie intermittently between each other. The

material with which the friction disc is coated has generally been either paper based,

asbestos based or sintered bronze while the separator discs are basically plain steel

plates [7].Paper-based friction materials are used in automatic transmissions while

the sintered bronze friction materials are used in limited slip differentials. Sintered

bronze friction materials are preferred in limited slip differentials because they can

withstand continuous slip at low sliding speed while the paper-based friction mate-

rials are used in automatic transmissions because short slips at high sliding speed

are required [2]. Asbestos materials are not used anymore due to their high toxicity

[7].

The multiple disc wet clutch is equipped with an electro-mechanical hydraulic

actuator, comprising of e.g piston, returning spring, a control valve, oil pump etc,

9
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Figure 2.1: Multiple disc wet Clutch pack 3-D view

which enables the engaging and disengaging of gears [13]. During engagement,

the pressurized ATF, which is controlled by the control valve, applies force to the

piston via the actuation line, pressing the friction and separator discs together [13].

To engage the clutch normal force is applied via pressurized ATF. This is con-

trolled by the control valve, through the actuation line to the piston [12, 13]. As a

result the friction and separator discs are clamped together allowing torque transfer

between the two shafts [12, 13].

When disengaging the clutch, the piston is pushed back by the returning spring

as the pressurized ATF is released [13]. During engagement both the off-going

clutch and on-going clutch have different angular speeds [4]. The on-going clutch

angular speed drops to zero at the end of engagement due to friction generated

[4]. Schematics of the engagement and disengagement of multiple wet clutches are

illustrated in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.

A brief description of the wet clutch friction material, ATF, additive and the

lubrication regime is presented below.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of an unengaged Multiple disc wet clutch pack.

2.1.1 Automatic Transmission Wet Clutch Friction Material

As already discussed above, paper-based friction materials are used in automatic

transmissions because short slips at high sliding speed are required.

Paper-based friction material comprises of high performance base paper (made

from different materials such as cellulose fiber, synthetic fiber, solid lubricant and

friction modifiers), binders and fillers [9]. The high performance base paper and

fillers are saturated, cured and held together with binders [9, 10]. The binders are

made of thermosetting resin while the fillers are made from graphite, diatomaceous

earth, activated carbon and/or other materials [9]. Water contamination tends to

loosen the fibers from the binders thereby degrading the material [4]. Clutch failure

could be a result of increased loss of porosity, increased loss of surface contact area,

thermal degradation or delamination of the friction material [2].
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of an engaged Multiple disc wet clutch pack.

2.1.2 Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF)

The ATF facilitates smooth wet clutch operation as well as cooling the clutch plates.

The lubricant quality influences the frictional characteristics of wet clutches [4]. A

clutch material’s permeability (i.e. how easily a fluid can flow within the friction

material) affects the friction coefficient and length of engagement of the multiple

disc wet clutch [6, 7]. The permeability depends on the structure and porosity of

the friction material as well as the type of lubricant used [6]. Different factors can

contribute to poor oil quality such as thermal breakdown of additives, oxidation and

contamination [4]. Poor oil quality can result in high friction in the low speed range

and low friction in the high speed range which affects the overall engagement time

[4].

2.1.3 Additives

The additives are important to keep the lubricant thermally stable and chemically

compatible with the friction material [4]. The sliding and torque transfer properties
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in the boundary lubrication regime during engagement are greatly influenced by the

additives [7]. With a thermal breakdown in the additive, the oil quality is dimin-

ished which affects the frictional performance of the wet clutches [4]. The different

types of additive include friction modifiers, anti-wear additives, rust and oxidation

inhibitors, anti-foam agents, detergents, dispersants, viscosity index improvers etc.

Furthermore, the presence of water in the lubricant tends to attract additives that are

polar in nature and thus may alter the behavior of the additive [4]. Friction modi-

fiers which improve the engagement phase during boundary lubrication are affected

negatively by water, reducing their ability to improve friction properties of the oil

[4]. The friction modifier in the oil also helps the clutch maintain low friction at

low speed and to increase friction at increasing speed [4].

2.1.4 Phases of Lubrication

A description of the lubrication regime is important in order to gain more under-

standing of the engagement process in automatic transmission multiple disc wet

clutches.

The lubricant undergoes three phases during the engagement process; hydro-

dynamic squeeze film phase, the squash film or mixed asperity contact phase and

finally the adhesive or consolidating contact phase [12].

In the hydrodynamic squeeze phase, the friction and separator discs approach

each other creating a flow induced pressure in the lubricant raising the viscosity

of the oil and squeezing oil out of the disc surfaces while preventing asperity con-

tact [12]. The Hydrodynamic squeeze pressure generated during this phase supports

the load.

The second phase is the squash film or mixed asperity contact phase which

involves both the friction and separator discs rubbing against each other (asperity

contact) and squashing fluid from the clutch material [12]. The contacting surfaces

suffer elastic strain at this stage [12]. Viscous friction and asperity contact friction

generated in this phase transfers torque. At this stage, the load is supported by the

hydrodynamic pressure and the asperity contact [12].

In the adhesive or consolidating contact phase, boundary film lubrication con-

dition is reached. As the clutch discs clamp together, the local pressure causes heat

to be dissipated resulting in the breaking off of some asperities from the surface

of the clutch material. At increased pressure and temperature the additives in the

lubricant react with the clutch material forming a highly resistant tenacious film on

the material which is able to support the load independently [17]. At this stage the

load is supported by the clutch surfaces (asperities) and not by the lubricant [17].

When the clutch is disengaged, oil is drawn back into the clutch pack and the

clutch undergoes full film lubrication transferring a small torque know as drag

torque, due to the viscous shearing of the fluid between the discs, allowing both
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Figure 2.4: Friction elements during lubrication engagement phase [12]

shafts to rotate on their own accord [12].

During the lubrication stage, the initial friction μi occurs at the hydrodynamic

squeeze film phase. This is followed by the dynamic friction μd, which occurs at

the squash film or mixed asperity contact phase, and finally the end-point friction

or lock-up friction μ0, which occurs at the adhesive or consolidating contact phase

or boundary film lubrication [12], as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

2.1.5 Feature Extraction Methods

To enable a possible future industrialization in Construction Equipment’s future

machines, one of the major requirements concerning the selected and/or developed
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feature extraction methods based on sensor signals, besides reliability and robust-

ness, is low computational complexity. This factor has therefore been taken into

consideration in the selection and development of suitable feature extraction used

in this work.

A brief description of the concept of stationary and non-stationary stochastic

signals will be described before the feature extraction methods are discussed.

Stationary and Non-stationary Signals

When physical quantities are measured in reality, the measured signal generally

consists of two parts: the quantity to be measured and noise, i.e unwanted signal

components we do not want to measure. Sensors, amplifiers and A/D converters

introduce noise to a measured signal but noise may also be introduced by other

sources [20]. For example, if the vibration of a gearbox in wheel loader originat-

ing from the cogwheel interaction and the bearings are of interest to be measured

during operation of the wheel loader. Such measurements would most likely be af-

fected by vibration excited by the engine, tyres and ground interaction, etc. These

vibration components introduce unwanted noise in the measured vibration signal.

On the other hand, if the vibration of the engine excited by the combustion pro-

cess is of interest to be measured instead, such vibration would have stochastic or

random properties [21] and cogwheel and bearing excited vibration, etc. would be

considered as noise components in the measured vibration signal in this case. Thus,

measured signals generally have stochastic properties. To extract reliable and ro-

bust information from such signals, relevant methods from the toolbox defined for

stochastic processes have to be applied [22].

Stochastic processes may be categorized into stationary and non-stationary stochas-

tic processes [22]. Stationary stochastic processes have statistical properties that are

time invariant while this does not hold for non-stationary stochastic processes [22].

There exists a sub-class of stochastic processes: the second order, wide-sense

or weakly stationary stochastic processes. A stochastic process whose first-order

and second-order moments are independent of time is said to be weakly stationary

[22]. Signals may be considered as stationary weakly stationary or non-stationary

stochastic processes and appropriate tools for analyzing and extracting information

from them may be utilized. For instance, transient stochastic vibrations are usu-

ally considered to be non-stationary because of time varying statistical properties.

Physical quantities e.g. vibration and clutch pressure, however, may display non-

stationary stochastic behavior over time and thus may also have spectral properties

that vary over time. Measurements of stochastic quantities of interest may thus have

properties making a direct application of e.g. the Fourier transform inadequate [23].
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Higher Order Statistical Properties

Commonly when statistical properties of stochastic processes are studied the mean,

autocorrelation, autocovariance, etc. of a process are considered [22]. The auto-

correlation, autocovariance, etc. are so-called second-order statistical properties.

Higher-order statistical properties or non-Gaussian properties are of third-order or

higher [24].

In statistics, moments are defined in terms of the probability density function

[25]. The moments mk of a random process X(n), n ∈ Z are given by [26];

mk = E[xk(n)] k = 1, 2, ..

where E[·] is the expectation operator and the central moments of a random

process are defined as:

mc
k = E[(x(n)− E[x(n)])k] k = 1, 2, ..

The first central moment is always zero while the second central moment is

the variance. However, the skewness γ3
x(n) is defined as a normalized third central

moment according to [24]:

γ3
x(n) = E

[
(x(n)− E[x(n)])3

σ3
x(n)

]
=

mc
3

σ3
x(n)

(2.1)

where E[·] is the expectation operator. The skewness provide a measure on the

asymmetricity of a probability density function around its mean. Furthermore, the

kurtosis γ4
x(n) is defined as the normalized fourth central moment with three sub-

tracted, given by [24]:

γ4
x(n) = E

[
(x(n)− E[x(n)])4

σ4
x(n)

]
− 3 =

mc
4

σ4
x(n)

− 3 (2.2)

The kurtosis gives an indication of the "peakedness" and the "tailedness" of a

probability density function [24, 27]. For a Gaussian distributed random process

the kurtosis value is 0 [24, 27].

Mean Square Value and Moving Average Square Value Filtering (MASVF)

Commonly, mean and mean square values of random signals may be estimated with

the aid of time averages and/or ensemble averages depending on the underlying
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physical phenomenon from which a signal originates [22]. For instance, if the un-

derlying physical phenomenon from which a random signal originates enables time

averaging for the estimation of an unbiased and consistent mean square value of the

signal, the signal may be considered to be weakly ergodic. Weakly ergodic stochas-

tic processes constitute a subset of weakly stationary stochastic processes [22]. For

instance, unbiased and consistent estimates of the mean value, the autocorrelation

and autocovariance of a weakly ergodic stochastic process may be estimated with

the aid of time averages [22].

The mean value E[x(n)] of a weakly ergodic signal x(n), n = 1, 2, ..., N may

be estimated using a time average according to:

Ê[x(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

x(n) (2.3)

where n is the discrete time and and N is the number of samples included in the

time average. The estimate Ê[x(n)] is an unbiased estimate of the true mean value,

E[x(n)] [22]. In the same way an estimate of the mean square value E[x2(n)] of a

weakly ergodic process may be produced as [22]:

Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

x2(n) (2.4)

The variance or the second central moment, σ2
x(n), of a weakly ergodic stochastic

process may now conveniently be estimated as [22];

σ̂2
x(n) =

1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(x(n)− Ê[x(n)])2 (2.5)

If a stochatic process X(n), n ∈ Z is fourth-order ergodic the kurtosis γ4
x(n) may

be consistently estimated as [24]:

γ̂4
x(n) =

1
N

∑N−1
n=0 (x(n)− Ê[x(n)])4

( 1
N

∑N−1
n=0 (x(n)− Ê[x(n)])2)2

− 3 (2.6)

To estimate the mean value, mean square value, etc. for a non-stationary stochas-

tic process, so-called moving time averaging may be utilized [22, 28]. An estimate

of a time varying mean value for a signal x(n) with the aid of moving averaging may

be produced as:

Ê[x(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x(n− j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (2.7)
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For the selection of the length N of the moving time average the time constant

of the non-stationary behavior of the stochastic process and the variance of the

estimates have to be considered. Consequently, the moving averaging procedure for

the estimation of a time varying mean square value may be expressed, for example,

as :

Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x2(n− j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (2.8)

The moving averaging procedure may, for instance, be carried out with the aid

of a FIR filter having the impulse response:

h(n) =

{
1
N

, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 , otherwise

(2.9)

The Moving Average Square Value Filtering (MASVF) is realized by filtering

squared samples of a signal with an adequate filter [28]. Thus, an estimate of the

time varying mean square value of a signal x(n) may, for instance, be produced

according to the convolution sum:

Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x2(n− j)h(j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (2.10)

The MASVF not only smoothens random variations of the signal but also gives

an indication of the mean square properties of a signal [28]. The mean square value

estimates may also provide information about the stationarity of a signal [22] . The

moving average filter acts as a low-pass filter over the squared magnitude of the

signal. The part of the squared signal that is within the bandwidth of the filter is

not attenuated while the part of the squared signal that is outside the bandwidth is

attenuated [28]. The averaging time defines the length of the filter [28]. If different

time varying properties of the mean square value of a signal are desired, filters with

different lengths may be used instead of filters with fixed length [28].

Spectral Properties

Power Spectral Density

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a weakly stationary random signal x(t) is

defined as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function Rxx(τ) = E[x(t +
τ)x(t)] [22]. For a sampled random signal x(n) the PSD is usually computed using

the Welch’s spectrum estimator [28]. The Welch spectrum estimate is obtained by

averaging a number of periodograms. Each periodogram is based on segments of a
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time sequence x(n), each segment consisting of N samples. Thus the original time

sequence of data must be divided into data segments as:

xl(n) = x(n+ lD) where

{
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1

(2.11)

where lD is the starting point for each periodogram and D is the overlapping in-

crement. If D = N there is no overlap, and if D = N/2 there is a 50% overlap

between the consecutive time sequences xl(n) and xl+1(n). The Welch’s power

spectral density estimator is given by [29]:

P̂ PSD
xx (fk) =

1

FsLNUPSD

L−1∑
l=0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=0

xl(n)w(n)e
−j2πnk/N

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

, fk =
k

N
Fs (2.12)

where k = 0, ..., N/2, L is the number of periodograms, N is the length of the

periodogram, l is related to the overlapping increment (usually 0 − 50% of the

periodogram length), Fs is the sampling frequency, w(n) is a suitable window and

UPSD =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(w(n))2 (2.13)

is the window-dependent effective analysis bandwidth normalization factor [28].

However the PSD is most suitable for stationary processes which describe how

the power of a signal or time series is distributed over the different frequencies.

Average power in a signal over a frequency band gives an indication of the total

power in a signal over that frequency band.

In regard to communication, PSD for any signal is very helpful since the integral

of the PSD over a given frequency band computes the average power in the signal

over that frequency band.

Further, a one-sided PSD contains the total power of the signal in the frequency

interval from DC to half of the Nyquist rate whereas a two-sided PSD contains the

total power in the frequency interval from DC to the Nyquist rate.

Spectrogram

The Spectrogram is a time-frequency signal processing technique which provides

information about a signal in both the time and frequency domain at the same time

[23]. The Spectrogram is the squared magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Trans-

form (STFT). The STFT is a windowed Fourier Transform whose window has fixed
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length [23]. The discrete time STFT of a sampled signal x(n) may be produced as

[23]:

X(k, lD) =
M−1∑
n=0

x(n)w(n− lD)e−j2π k
N
(n−lD) (2.14)

where lD is the starting point for each periodogram according to Welch’s method,

D is the overlapping increment, M is the length of the time series and w(n − lD)
is a suitable window.

The Spectrogram is thus given by:

Spectrogram(k, lD) =
1

FsLNUPSD

∣∣X(k, lD)
∣∣2 , k > 0 (2.15)

where k = 0, ..., N/2, L is the number of periodograms, N is the length of

the periodogram, l is related to the overlapping increment (usually 0 − 50% of the

periodogram length), L is the number of periodograms, Fs the sampling frequency,

w(n) is a suitable window and

UPSD =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(w(n))2 (2.16)

is the window-dependent effective analysis bandwidth normalization factor [28].

Spectral Kurtosis

The Spectral Kurtosis (SK) is a higher order statistical tool which can handle non-

Gaussian components of a signal showing their location in the frequency domain

[30]. SK is a powerful tool to use for detecting transients in a signal and thus

complements the PSD which may remove non-stationarities in a signal [30]. Fur-

thermore, SK is suitable for analyzing signals corrupted with Gaussian noise since

higher-order statistics are blind to Gaussian measurement noise [30, 31]. The SK

may be defined as [21, 30]:

SKY (f) =
E[|Y (f)|4]
E[|Y 2(f)|2] − 2 (2.17)

where Y (t, f) is the Fourier transform of the signal, E[·] is the expectation op-

erator, |Y (t, f)|4 is the fourth power of the magnitude of signals Fourier transform

and |Y (t, f)|2 is the second power of the magnitude of signals Fourier transform.

The SK may be estimated with the aid of the STFT according to [30]:

ŜKY (k, lD) =
Ê[|Y (k, lD)|4]
Ê[|Y 2(k, lD)|2] − 2 (2.18)
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where Ê[|Y (k, lD)|4] and Ê[|Y 2(k, lD)|2] are etimates of the expectations based

on time averages. Care should be taken when choosing overlapping increment D
with concern to aliasing and when choosing window length N . The window length

N should be longer than the signal’s correlation length and sufficiently short to re-

solve temporal variation in its spectral properties [30]. Furthermore, with increasing

window length the STFT approaches Gaussianity according to the central limit the-

orem and thus the spectral kurtosis will approach zero [30].

The window length N should be longer than the signal correlation length and

shorter than the temporal variation of its spectral content.
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Chapter 3

Research approach

This chapter describes the research approach used including a description of the
experimental set-up of the concept study.

Figure 3.1: Research Approach

This research was carried out together with a number of partners from Europe

23
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Figure 3.2: The Volvo CE Smart Vortex use case

(in the Smart Vortex project) who required detection of the clutch slippage devia-

tions for other purposes such as collaborative decision making in engineering, visual

query editor, back office etc.

Fig. 3.2 shows how the deviation detection method developed in this thesis

fits into the overall Smart Vortex project. The research approach (see Fig. 3.1), is

based on both qualitative and quantitative research methods. The qualitative method

utilized includes interviews with wet clutch experts and diagnostics experts in the

industry, necessary in order to better understand the wet clutch condition monitoring

available today. Visits were made to the wet clutch laboratories at Luleå University

of Technology, Sweden where wet clutch researchers were interviewed. In addition,

a comprehensive literature study was carried out in order to identify the gap to

be filled by this thesis. The quantitative methods used were concept study, data

collection from sensors and testing different concepts/feature extraction methods

on the data to find suitable methods for clutch slippage deviation detection. In this

way the relevant signals were identified. A schematic of the research approach is

presented in Fig.3.1
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Figure 3.3: The Experimental Set-up: (a) The L90F Wheel Loader; (b)the Pressure

sensors; (c) Vector CAN-case; (d) Torque Flange on front propeller shaft; (e) Torque

sensor on rear propeller shaft; (f) Autodata 1200A Torsion Measurement System

(under seat) and; (g) IPETronic Data Acquisition Device (brown)
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3.0.1 Interviews

Semi-structured and open-ended interviews [18, 19] were conducted with clutch

experts at Volvo CE and with researchers working in the area of wet clutches in the

Machine Elements division at Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. The ques-

tions were informal and usually some questions led to another during the interviews.

Some examples of the questions are: "How does a clutch function?", "What signals

are relevant to monitor for clutch failure?", "Can the drag torque be estimated on-

board the machine?", "Is it possible to measure clutch friction coefficient on-board

the machine?", "Do we measure the clutch temperature in the machine today?", "Ex-

plain the phenomenon clutch slippage?", "How long does the clutch slip?", "How

do we know when there is a clutch failure in today’s machine?" etc. The answers

gathered from these different clutch experts were documented and complemented

with an in-depth literature study in the area of wet clutches as presented in section

1.1 and 2.1.

An alternative way would have been through questionnaires, but face-to-face

interviews were preferred because detailed explanation of the concept was required

and sometimes one answer led to another question making it impossible to use ques-

tionnaires with predefined questions.

3.1 Quantitative methods of the concept study

3.1.1 Experimental set-up for on-board data Analysis

Due to too much heat being generated in the Forward 2 clutch of the L90F Wheel

loader, gear shifts from gear one to two and vice versa were logged for this exper-

iment. Real time sensor data measured from the machine Electronic Control Unit

(ECU) and additional sensors were considered. Data was logged with two CAN-

buses. One is the IPETronik CAN-bus comprising of analogue signals from extra

sensors added to the machine, while the other is the CAN-bus for the signals from

the Machine ECU. The data from these two CAN-buses was broadcasted to a third

CAN-bus and then to the on-board Data Stream Management System (DSMS) via a

Wrapper. The analogue signals were measured using the IPETronik (M-SENS 8 and

M-THERMO K) data acquisition device with a 16 bit analog-digital converter and

broadcast synchronously on the IPETronik CAN-bus at a baud rate of 500 kBaud

corresponding to a bit rate of 7.995 MBits/s. The machine was equipped with extra

sensors for analogue measurement of clutch pressures (1, 2, Forward, Reverse and

main pressure), the front and rear propeller shaft torque and output cooler oil tem-

perature. Furthermore, the experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The signals

logged from the machine CAN-bus are the transmission oil temperature, turbine

torque, clutch differential speeds 1 and 2, out-going speed, input speed, off-going
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Figure 3.4: Newly installed needle valves on the pressure outlets of the Transmis-

sion on the L90F complete machine

slip, on-going slip, engaged gear, gear direction, shifting from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1. The

data was logged with a 32bit CAN-bus at a baud rate of 250kBaud corresponding to

7.995 MBits/s. To read the digital data from machine CAN-bus signals, a sampling

frequency of 500Hz was used.

To simulate leakage in the clutches, two manual needle valves were installed

on the pressure out-takes on clutch 1 and clutch 2. This enables adjustment of the

oil pressure measurement nipples going to the piston in the clutches. The needle

valves are opened in seven steps, each step corresponding to one turn of the handle,

simulating different severities of the fault. The system was set up as presented

in Figure 3.4. Data from the two CAN-buses are displayed using the CANalyzer

VN1630. A steep hill was used as the driving track in the experiments, with different

drivers but similar driving style in all measurements.

3.1.2 Experimental set-up for vibration data analysis for clutch

slippage detection

To permit an initial investigation of the vibration measured in the automatic trans-

mission for clutch slippage detection, the gear signal and clutch pressures from the

above on-board set-up were used as a reference for vibration data logging. The

same Volvo Construction Equipment L90F Wheel Loader used in the on-board case

was used in the experiments. As described above, to induce clutch slippage the
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Wheel Loader was slightly modified by installing two manual needle valves on the

pressure outlet of clutch 1 and 2 as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. A steep hill was used

as the driving track in the experiments, with one driver and similar driving style in

all measurements. The measured parameters are clutch vibration, clutch pressures,

gear shift from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1. The experiment was controlled with the machine

being warmed-up to 700C. The same steep hill was used for all tests, the bucket was

loaded with two tonnes of gravel, the same driving style was used, maintaining an

engine speed between 1400rpm-1800rpm. More than 1000 recordings were made.

The vibration signals were recorded using a SQuadriga 1369 Data Acquisition

system, sampling frequency 6kHz, connected to a triaxial accelerometer attached

to the automatic transmission. The triaxial accelerometer was mounted as close as

possible to clutch 1 and 2 to measure vibration as in Fig. 3.5. The accelerometer

was mounted using instant adhesive- Loctite 454. The clutch pressures and gear

signals were recorded using two CAN-buses, the IPETronik CAN-bus and the Ma-

chine ECU CAN-bus as described above. The clutch pressures were logged using a

IPETronic M-SENS 8, and signals which gave an indication of a gear shift such as

engaged gear were logged using the ECU CAN-bus.

3.1.3 Additional information on some extra-sensors and descrip-

tion of IPetronik data acquisition device

IPETronic Data Acquisition Device

The data acquisition device used is the IPETronic. The M-SENS 8 / 8plus is used to

measure pressures, front and rear torque while the M-THERMO K is used to mea-

sure temperature. The M-SENS 8 / 8plus can allow a sampling frequency of max

16 kHz and has an 8 pole Butterworth anti-aliasing filter with a cut-off frequency

of 150 Hz. The M-THERMO K can only allow a sampling frequency of max. 20

Hz and has a 1 pole low pass anti-aliasing filter of 1.0 Hz cut-off frequency. The

IPEtronik data acquisition device is shown in Fig.3.3.

Autodata 1200A Torsion Measurement System

The system was attached to the rear propeller shaft to measure the rear torque. The

device consists of a read-out unit, power separation units, transmitter module, high

speed collar and strain gauge. The read-out unit contains a digital display, signal

conditioning circuitry and 160 kHz power supply (power source for the rotating

electronics and also bridge excitation voltage for the strain gauges).

The stationary antenna is mounted on the power separation units. The unit trans-

fers data and power between the rotating and stationary antennae. The transmitter

module is mounted on the collar and connected to the rotary power coupling loop
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Figure 3.5: L90F Wheel Loader with Accelerometer attached on the Automatic

Transmission.

that is bonded to the collar assembly. The high speed collar holds the rotary trans-

mitter module in place. It is mounted around the shaft with bolts holding the joints.

The strain gauge senses the displacement when the shaft is placd under torque. The

strain signal modulates the transmitter with information relative to the degree of

deflection or angle of twist. The Autodata 1200A Torsion Measurement system is

shown in Fig.3.3(f).

The Torque flange

This is mounted on the front propeller shaft to measure the front torque. It consists

of the rotor (comprising of the measuring body and the signal transmission element)
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and the stator. The strain gauges are mounted on the measuring body. The signal

transmitting element transmits the bridge excitation voltage and the measurement

signal. The torque flange is shown mounted on the front propeller shaft in Fig. 3.3.

Pressure sensors

Five pressure sensors are placed to monitor the clutch pressures and the main pres-

sure i.e Forward 1, Forward 2, Forward clutch, Reverse clutch and Main pressure.

See Fig. 3.3.

3.1.4 Feature extraction methods for clutch slippage deviation

detection

The feature extraction methods presented in chapter 2, Theoretical Background,

have been utilized in this research. The MASVF and the estimator of the fourth

order statistical properties were utilized for clutch slippage detection from avail-

able CAN-Bus signals and were implemented onboard. These feature extraction

methods provide the solution to research questions 1 and 2, enabling the relevant

CAN-Bus signals to be identified with these suitable feature extraction methods. In

addition, the spectrogram and the spectral kurtosis were utilized for clutch slippage

detection from transmission vibrations.

3.1.5 SVALI data stream management system (DSMS)

In the traditional (DBMS), data is stored in a static format reflecting the current

state of the database. Data can be accessed via queries when required. However,

new kinds of data from sensors, internet traffic, transaction logs etc. produce ever

growing streams of events. To process queries over such event streams, DSMSs

were developed. Examples of such are SCSQ [35], Aurora [36], and STREAM

[37]. Furthermore, Queries over streams are continuous queries (CQs) because they

run continuously until they are explicitly terminated and will produce a result stream

as long as they are active.

The Data Stream Management System (DSMS), SVALI (Stream VALIdator)

[16], was developed in order to analyze and detect anomalies in data streams from

different sensors in industrial machines [16] via continuous queries (CQs). SVALI

is a distributed DSMS extending SCSQ [35]with more efficient window operators,

user-defined incremental sliding window aggregations and validation functionali-

ties. The distributed architecture allows the processing of data in parallel even with

a large number of data sources at the same time. SVALI is also an extensible system

where numerical analysis packages can be plugged in. In addition, SVALI allows

the use of foreign functions written in regular programming languages such as C,
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Figure 3.6: Onboard Feature Extractor Model

Java, or Python in models and queries. In this thesis the data streams analyzed by

CQs are the CAN-bus data streaming from different sensors installed on the L90F

Wheel Loader on a remote site. On the remote site there is an embedded SVALI

source client running on-board the wheel loader that access the data streams pro-

duced by the equipment. Furthermore, the CAN-bus wrapper, which continuously

transfers data stream elements into SVALI, is an interface between SVALI and the

data streams produced by the CAN-bus protocol [16], a standard communication

protocol used in vehicles and industrial equipment.

The on-board feature extraction methods, the estimator of fourth order statistical

properties of the signals and the Moving Average Square Value Filtering (MASVF),

are implemented as continuous queries over data streams, providing the solution to

research question 3.
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Figure 3.7: Onboard Feature Extraction

3.2 Reliability, validity and generalizability

The concept of reliability, validity and generalizability are crucial to both qualitative

and quantitative research. A brief description of each will be discussed in terms

of both qualitative and quantitative research and how they were considered in this

thesis.

According to Robert Thorndike [32], reliability "is how accurately and precisely

the test score assesses the domain from which the test does in fact draw a sample",

while validity acertains if the "test tasks match the attributes or domain of knowl-

edge that we wish to assess".

Paula et al. [33] defined reliability in research as "how far a test, procedure or

tool will produce similar results in different circumstances, assuming nothing else
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has changed".

Validity in research "describes the extent to which a measure accurately repre-

sents the concept it claims to measure" [33].

Generalizability was described by Denise et al. [34] as "an act of reasoning that

involves drawing broad conclusions from particular instances, that is, making an

inference about the unobserved based on the observed". Denise et al. also stated

that "in quantitative research, generalizability is a major criterion for evaluating the

quality of a study" and that in qualitative research "the issue of generalizability is

even more complicated and more controversial" [34].

3.2.1 Qualitative research - reliability, validity and generaliz-

ability

With respect to qualitative research, Paula et al. [33] stated that "reliability can be

thought of as the trustworthiness of the procedures and data generated". In qual-

itative research, findings can be confirmed by revisiting data in different circum-

stances, a form of inter-rater reliability may be carried out such as "sending data to

independent researcher to verify how much agreement there is about the findings

and analysis" [33]. They also pointed out that " keeping detailed notes on decisions

made throughout the process will also add to the project’s auditability and there-

fore, reliability". In addition, they stated that the qualitative content analysis is a

reliable method of handling data; this includes creating specific codes to describe

the data and can be confirmed by revisiting previously coded data periodically to

check for stability over time. They stated that "other methods of increasing reliabil-

ity include ensuring technical accuracy in recording and transcribing", and also that

"tape-recorded interviews and interview transcripts can help improve reliability".

In this thesis, detailed notes from all interviews were taken, adding to a better

understanding of the research subject and thorough examination of the project. This

can be repeated and the same results obtained if the same persons are interviewed.

According to Paula et al. [33], as regards qualitative research, validity is assessed

in terms of how well the research tool measured the phenomena under investigation.

They also stated that validity is more difficult to acertain in qualitative research be-

cause of "research bias, arising from selective collection and recording of data, or

from interpretation based on personal perspectives" [33]. Ways to minimize re-

search bias include, ’bracketing’, which Paula et al. [33] described as a situation

"whereby researchers attempt to suspend their experience, judgment and beliefs",

even though this is usually difficult if not impossible to achieve. Furthermore, they

stated that "the credibility of findings is increased if researchers make explicit their

pre-suppositions and acknowledge their subjective judgements" [33].

Another approach to reducing research bias is referred to as "respondent vali-

dation" which Paula et al. [33] defined as "the practice of researchers sharing inter-
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pretations and theorizing with the research participant, who can check, amend and

provide feedback as to whether they are recognizable accounts consistent with their

experience". Respondent validation is not sufficient for good research. Therefore,

another method to reduce research bias, referred to as "low inference descriptors",

which Paula et al. [33] defined as "the practice of using examples of participants’

verbatim accounts within the written account of the findings to demonstrate that

findings are grounded in the data" is suggested. Another much better way of en-

hancing validity is known as "triangulation" which Paula et al. [33] defined as "the

combination of two or more theories, data sources, methods or researchers in the

study of a topic".

In this thesis, respondent validation was adopted as a way of avoiding research

bias. In this case, experts in the research field were allowed to check , amend and

provide feedback regarding this thesis based on their experience.

Triangulation was also adopted involving a combination of researchers provid-

ing feedback during this study.

Denise et al. [34] discussed three models of generalizability: statistical, ana-

lytic and transferability. Statistical generalizability is mostly adopted in quantita-

tive research and is discussed in section 3.2.2. Denise et al. [34] described ana-

lytic generalization as a form of generalization which is mostly linked to qualitative

research and indirectly used within theory-driven quantitative research [34]. Ad-

ditionally, analytic generalization entails "qualitative researchers developing con-

ceptualizations of processes and human experiences through in-depth scrutiny and

higher-order abstraction" and "in the course of their analysis, they distinguish be-

tween information that is relevant to all (or many) study participants, in contrast to

aspects of the experience that are unique to particular participants" [34]. The last

model of generalizability discussed by Denise et al. [34] is transferability generaliz-

ability, also called case-to-case translation. This "involves the use of findings from

an inquiry to a completely different group of people or setting" [34]. Transferability

generalizability is also known as reader generalizability because "the main work of

transferability is done by readers and consumers of research, who evaluate the ex-

tent to which the findings apply to a new situation". As a result it is the readers and

users of research who transfer the result [34].

The results from this thesis are generalizable to similar contexts based on trans-

ferability.

3.2.2 Quantitative research - reliability, validity and generaliz-

ability

Paula et al. [33] classified reliability in quantitative research into two categories:

inter-rater reliability and test-retest reliability [33]. Inter-rater reliability means that

"any research tool should provide the same information if used by different people,
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while test-retest reliability means that the information should be the same regard-

less of what time any research tool is used, for example, if a research tool is used

on Friday morning and again on Sunday afternoon, the information should be the

same" [33].

In this thesis, test-retest reliability and inter-rater reliability were adopted. The

experiments were controlled to enhance reliabilty. The machine was warmed-up to

an oil temperature of 700C, same steep hill was used for all tests, the bucket was

loaded with two tonnes of gravel, same driving style, and an engine speed between

1400rpm-1800rpm was maintained. The same test was performed many times by

different drivers (except for the vibration test where only one drive was used) on

different days and at different times. All the extra test equipment was re-calibrated

to ensure reliable data collection.

Paula et al. [33] described validity in quantitative research in two broad mea-

sures: external and internal validity. External validity deals with a representative

sample. Paula et al. [33] describes it as "the ability to apply with confidence the

findings of the study of other people and other situations, and ensure that the con-

ditions under which the study is carried out are representative of the situations and

time to which the results are to apply".

Further, Paula et al. [33] stated that "internal validity addresses the reasons for

the outcomes of the study and helps to reduce other, often unanticipated, reasons

for these outcomes". Internal validity is assessed using three methods: content

validity,criterion-related validity and construct validity [33].

According to Paula et al. [33], content validity "focuses on the relevance and

representativeness of items to the intended settings , such as individual questions in

a questionnaire to the intended setting". Paula et al. [33] also stated that it is "the

weakest level of validity". It is therefore of primary importance to "measure this

if the study is designed to ascertain respondents knowledge within a specific field

or to measure personal attributes such as attitude [33]". On the other hand, they

described criterion-related validity as a "stronger form of validity, established when

a tool such as a questionnaire can be compared to other similar validated measures

of the same concept or phenomenon [33]. Paula et al. [33] stated that "construct

validity involves demonstrating relationships between the concepts under study and

the construct or theory that is relevant to them. They further emphasized that there

are different ways of demonstrating construct validity, such as factor analysis, which

refers " to a number of statistical procedures used to determine the characteristics

that relate to each other" [33].

For this thesis, external validity was used, involving the utilization of some find-

ings from previous studies to suit this particular thesis project. In addition, construct

validity i.e. triangulation, which is a form of internal validity, has been adopted dur-

ing the research. Different sources of data, different researchers and experts in wet

clutches were utilized during the course of this research to ensure consistency, com-
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prehensiveness and robustness of the study and also with respect to each measured

signal, different feature extraction methods based on signal processing and statistics

were tested in other to determine the most reliable and valid based on the study.

According to Denise et al. [34], in statistical generalizability, which is mostly

adopted in quantitative research, researchers aim at "selecting a representative sam-

ple of a population" and the best way to obtain a representative sample is by "prob-

ability (random) methods of sampling, which gives every member of the population

an equal chance to be included in the study with a determinable probability of se-

lection". Thus "random sampling is the vehicle through which the statistical model

of generalization can be enacted" [34].

The result from this thesis can be generalized based on statistical generalization.

The methods presented are generic for L90F Wheel Loader automatic transmission

wet clutches and can be extended to wet clutches of other heavy duty equipment.
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Results

In this chapter, the major results from the underlying research are presented.The
first section describes the feature extraction results based on the machine CAN-bus
signals for clutch slippage deviation detection, while the second section describes
results from the analysis of clutch slippage detection from transmission vibration.

4.1 Onboard feature extraction for clutch slippage

deviation detection (Papers A and C)

The feature extraction approach presented in this thesis, as shown in Fig. 3.6, is

based on signal processing methods. The additional sensors added to the machine

for measuring the clutch pressures, etc. provided reference signals to help identify

clutch slippage but these additional sensor signals were not considered for the on-

board feature extraction algorithm development. This research only considers the

feature extraction algorithm development for CAN-bus signals available in the ma-

chine today. Estimates of the higher order statistics of the differential speeds, output

speed, turbine speed and turbine torque signals provided good indications of clutch

slippage as shown in table 4.1 and table 4.2.

When processed with the MASVF, the differential speed 1 signal provided a

good indication of clutch slippage, as presented in Fig. 4.2.

Other statistical methods (see Fig. 4.1) were investigated but a combination of

the higher order statistics and the MASVF provided robust information for detecting

clutch slippage using only the available CAN-bus signals.

4.1.1 Higher order statistics: Kurtosis

The kurtosis for each of the CAN-bus signals was estimated during the clutch en-

gagement part and the results are presented in tables 4.1 and 4.2 given below:

37
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Figure 4.1: Summary of the statistical properties for clutch slippage and non-

slippage

Table 4.1: Kurtosis values obtained in the case of no clutch slippage

Differential

Speed 1

Differential

Speed 2

Output

Speed

Turbine

Speed

Turbine

Torque

5.634 4.9055 5.6837 3.5152 3.5172

6.5279 5.8958 4.1985 4.3244 4.1297

7.1882 6.6851 4.4596 4.7167 5.1261

2.4357 2.2671 3.8482 1.8557 1.8729
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Table 4.2: Kurtosis values obtained in the case of clutch slippage

Differential

Speed 1

Differential

Speed 2

Output

Speed

Turbine

Speed

Turbine

Torque

1.811 2.0128 3.2147 1.6865 1.7863

1.9542 2.0576 4.6225 1.8431 2.2753

1.6627 1.8836 3.8121 1.6731 1.8809

1.6541 1.7516 2.2406 1.6332 1.7420

1.7767 1.6713 2.8705 1.5620 1.7888

The kurtosis results for the CAN-bus signals in tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicate dif-

ferences between the cases of clutch slippage and no clutch slippage. This provides

an indication of which CAN-Bus signals are relevant for clutch slippage detection.

4.1.2 Mean Square Value and Sliding Mean Square Value filter-

ing

In order to detect slippage, the engagement part of the clutch 1 differential speed

signal for each gear shift was passed through the moving average square value filter.

averaging length of 10 samples was used. After filtering, the mean square value of

each differential speed signal was subtracted from the moving average square value

filtered signal to provide a distinct indication of clutch slippage. As illustrated in

Fig. 4.2, the red curves indicate clutch slippage while the blue represents no clutch

slippage. This is therefore also seen to be a suitable feature extraction method for

clutch slippage deviation detection.

4.2 Clutch slippage detection from transmission vi-

bration (Paper B)

The results from the initial investigation of the vibration measured on the automatic

transmission of an L90F Wheel Loader, with and without clutch slippage, indicates

that information related to abnormal clutch slippage may be extracted from mea-

sured transmission vibration using spectrogram and spectral kurtosis.

In Fig. 4.3 spectral kurtosis for gearbox acceleration for clutch slip is shown

in a 3-D plot while Fig. 4.4 shows a spectrogram for the corresponding gearbox

acceleration. For the case with no clutch slippage spectral kurtosis for gearbox ac-

celeration is shown in a 3-D plot in Fig. 4.5 and a spectrogram for the corresponding

gearbox acceleration in Fig. 4.6. From the figures, the time and frequency domain
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Figure 4.2: The Sliding Mean Square value filtering of clutch 1 differential speed

showing clutch slippage and non clutch slippage
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Figure 4.3: Spectral Kurtosis of gearbox acceleration with clutch slippage
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Figure 4.4: Spectrogram of gearbox acceleration with clutch slippage
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Figure 4.5: Spectral Kurtosis of gearbox acceleration without clutch slippage
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Figure 4.6: Spectrogram of gearbox acceleration without clutch slippage
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axes provide an indication as to how the clutch frequencies vary over time during a

gear shift. Furthermore, the results also show that clutch slippage vibrations exhibit

non-stationary stochastic behavior.

Comparing the spectrogram results for the cases of clutch slippage and no clutch

slippage, a more broadband spectrum can be observed when there is no clutch slip-

page. Also, with no clutch slippage two ridges in the spectrogram are more pro-

nounced. At around 0.01 seconds, the frequency peaks at about 1688Hz are higher

when there is clutch slippage than when there is none. Also, at about 0.58 seconds

on the Spectrogram, the frequency peak at approximately 1875Hz is higher when

there is no clutch slippage.

The spectral kurtosis for the case with clutch slippage and no clutch slippage

also show a variation: a high peak at approximately 2625Hz for no clutch slippage

case and no peak for the clutch slippage case. From 0.7 seconds to 1 second, the

spectral kurtosis peaks at around 750Hz and 1500Hz frequency range appear more

pronounced and higher for the clutch slippage case compared to the case of no

clutch slippage.

Clutch slippage can therefore be detected from transmission vibrations using

spectral kurtosis or spectrogram.

4.3 Clutch slippage framework

The individual results presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2 can be combined into a

unified frame work for clutch slippage deviation detection as shown in Fig.4.7. In

this way, a combination of all methods presented provides an ensemble algorithm

for clutch slippage detection given the respective signals.

The estimator of the fourth order statistical properties of the signal and the

MASVF presented in this thesis detect abnormal clutch slippage utilizing avail-

able CAN-Bus signals. The spectral kurtosis and spectrogram may be used to de-

tect abnormal clutch slippage from transmission vibration. The feature extraction

methods presented in this thesis therefore make up the clutch slippage deviation

detection framework.The feature extraction approach developed is generic for auto-

matic transmission wet clutches of heavy duty construction equipment and thus can

be extended to wet clutches of heavy duty equipment other than the L90F Wheel

Loader.
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Figure 4.7: Clutch slippage framework
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Discussion, Conclusions and Future

work

The main results of the study are robust and reliable feature extraction methods for

clutch slippage detection in wheel loaders/heavy duty construction equipment us-

ing available CAN-bus signals and transmission vibration. A framework for clutch

slippage deviation detection for heavy duty construction equipment is presented.

The onboard feature extraction results, which are enabled by the use of on-board

sensor technology and a DSMS, demonstrate that available CAN-Bus signals rele-

vant for clutch slippage deviation detection may be identified and clutch slippage

of the automatic transmission clutches in wheel loaders/heavy duty construction

equipment detected over data-streams using a measure of the higher order statistics,

kurtosis combined with a MASVF.

Initial experiments indicate that abnormal clutch slippage may be detected us-

ing spectrogram estimates and the Spectral Kurtosis estimates of the measured au-

tomatic transmission vibration. The clutch slippage deviation detection framework

presented provides the possibility to utilize both available CAN-bus signals and

vibration signals for clutch slippage deviation detection. Furthermore, the feature

extraction methods selected in this study are robust and reliable, and therefore, suf-

ficient for the purpose of clutch slippage deviation detection.

In future machines, it might be of importance to monitor the driveline vibration

on-board via vibration sensors to complement other on-board sensors to facilitate

early fault detection of the clutch systems and other component parts in heavy con-

struction equipment. Practically, early fault prediction may save both money and

time for the customer as potential problems are detected well in advance before a

clutch or gearbox etc, failure occurs. In regards to future work, it would be of im-

portance to continue with on-board health monitoring of the transmission and axles

via the condition of the lubricant using additional oil quality sensors attached to the

transmission and axles, since the oil carries information concerning the health of

47
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the automatic transmission clutches and the entire transmission [4].

A logical extension of this work is to consider condition monitoring of other

components in the transmission such as the torque converter, bearings, gears, lock-

up clutch, to detect deviations. In practical settings, to offer customers a possibility

to monitor a fleet of machines and to provide diagnostics for each machine may

save both money and time. For instance potential clutch failures may be predicted

well in advance before they occur.

Being able to predict potential problems allows for acting in a proactive manner

and planning maintenance instead of having to do reactive maintenance when a se-

vere failure has occurred. Other components of heavy duty construction equipment

than those discussed, which are critical for the availability of the machine and its

function, may be monitored as well in order to improve the customers’ productivity

and the availability level of the construction equipment.

The on-board feature extraction approach which has been developed, is generic

for automatic transmission wet clutches of heavy duty construction equipment and

thus can be extended to wet clutches of Volvo CE heavy duty equipment other than

the L90F Wheel Loader.

The results from this work may be used to support emerging business mod-

els such as those requiring fleet management and monitoring to be able to predict

problems and act proactively related to maintenance and long-term management

of operations. Offers based on these emerging business models may be sold with

availability or productivity clauses, requiring the provider to take additional costs

and manage additional responsibility and risk - but hopefully being compensated

for that. Examples of such emerging business models are: Product-Service Sys-

tems/Industrial Product-Service Systems [38] and Functional Products [39]. In

order to stay ahead in global competition, it is necessary that corporations develop

their core competences and customer offers and the customer value delivered. One

way to both develop core competences and customer offers is to learn more about

what is offered and how to keep it operating according to (or better than) what the

customers expect and thus provide top value to the customers.

The objectives for the research, to identify the relevant CAN-Bus signals that

can provide an indication of clutch slippage and to provide a suitable feature extrac-

tion method to detect clutch slippage over data streams in order to prevent automatic

transmission wet clutch failure, have been reached. My research will continue to

advance the results further as well as incorporate new objectives and research ques-

tions.

Finally, as the heavy duty construction equipment business aims at improving

uptime to create more value and sustainable competitive advantage, onboard condi-

tion monitoring of component parts will play a big role in the overall uptime goal.
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Abstract To reduce unnecessary stops and expensive downtime originating from
clutch failure of construction equipment machines; adequate real time sensor data
measured on the machine in combination with feature extraction and classification
methods may be utilized.

This paper, based on a study at Volvo Construction Equipment, presents fea-
ture extraction methods and an anomaly detection module combined with Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) for on-board clutch slippage detection and diagnosis in a
heavy duty equipment using the Data StreamManagement System SVALI (Stream
VALIdator). SVALI provides general continuous query (CQ) processing over ar-
bitrary data streams. The feature extraction methods used are Moving Average
Square Value Filtering (MASVF) and a measure of the fourth order statistical
properties of the signals implemented as continuous queries over data streams.
The anomaly detection module has two components, the Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) and the Logistics Regression classifier. CBR is a learning approach that
classifies faults by creating a new solution for a new fault case from the solution
of the previous fault cases. Via CQ, the anomaly detection module continuously
waits for a clutch slippage event detected by the feature extraction methods, the
query returns a set of features which activates the anomaly detection module.
The first component of the anomaly detection module trains a GMM to extracted
features while the second component uses a Logistic Regression classifier for clas-
sifying normal and anomalous data. When an anomaly is detected,the Case-Based
diagnosis module is activated for fault severity estimation.

Keywords Case-Based Reasoning, Data Stream Management system, Fourth
Order Statistics, Gaussian Mixture Model, Linear Regression · Moving Average
Square Value filtering

1 Introduction

Being a competitive business area the Heavy Duty Construction Equipment in-
dustry strives to compete effectively with the market challenges by continuously
providing better features/systems to meet customer satisfaction. The companies
within the construction equipment industry continuously go through transforma-
tion stages to cope with other competitors. With increasing complexity in the ma-
chines, more and more research is directed towards developing intelligent machines
where it is possible to automatically (remotely) monitor the health of different
components in the machine [1]. Such a component is the automatic transmission
clutches within Volvo Construction Equipment vehicles which may be considered
as a crucial component of the driveline. To reduce service cost and to improve
uptime, an On-board ensembled Data Driven Detection and Diagnosis Technique
based on real time sensor data from the machine is considered. In this way the
health of the clutch material may be continuously monitored, and if the clutch
health starts to degrade a service and/or repair may be scheduled well in advance
of a potential clutch failure in order to fit a machine’s working/service schedule,
and in that way the downtime of a machine may be reduced. The Data Stream
Management System (DSMS), SVALI [2], was developed in order to analyze and
detect anomalies in data streams from different sensors in industrial machines [2].
SVALI is a distributed DSMS extending SCSQ [3]with more efficient window
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Fig. 1 Multiple disc wet Clutch pack 2-D view

operators, user-defined incremental sliding window aggregations and validation
functionalities. The distributed architecture allows the processing of data in par-
allel even with large number of data sources at the same time. Furthermore, SVALI
is also an extensible system where numerical analysis packages can be plugged in.
The feature extraction and anomaly detection module combined with Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) are plugged into SVALI for the purpose of monitoring the au-
tomatic transmission clutches in the Volvo L90F machine to prevent failure. A
clutch enables the connection and transfer of torque between two rotating shafts
when engaged [4]. Heavy duty equipment generally have Automatic Transmission
with a multiple disc wet clutch [4]. A wet clutch is simply a clutch that operates
while submerged in a lubricant, and this lowers the friction between the discs as
compared to a dry clutch [5]. The multiple disc wet clutches allow engagement
while there is a large difference between the rotation speeds of the two shafts [4].
A multiple disc wet clutch pack consists of separator discs, friction discs, lubricant,
piston and two shafts [4]. Furthermore, multiple disc wet clutches are illustrated
in Fig 1 and expalnations are available below:

1. Gear /Output shaft
2. Hub (output shaft side)
3. End plate
4. Friction disc
5. Returning spring
6. Separator disc
7. Drum (Input shaft side)
8. Piston
9. Input Shaft

10. Lubrication line
11. Bearing
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The clutch plates are arranged in such a way that one of the discs type is driven
by a hub and the other by a drum [6], see Fig 1. The drum and hub are driven
by a joint that allows axial movement such as splines and lugs [6].In the clutch
pack along its axial direction every other disc is a separator disc and in between
the separator discs are the friction disc. The friction material the friction discs
are coated with either based on paper , asbestos or sintered bronze, while the
separator discs are basically steel plates [4]. The asbestos material is not used
anymore due to its high toxicity [4].

To engage the clutch a hydraulic induced normal force is applied to the clutch
piston thereby clamping together the friction disc and the separator disc and this
allows torque transfer between the two shafts [5]. Clutch discs in the multiple
disc wet clutch pack are designed to slip for a defined period of time (slip time)
in order not to burn the clutch material due of excessive friction [8]. The friction
characteristics of the wet clutches are crucial for the ultimate performance of the
automatic transmission clutches because they define how long time a clutch slips
during an engagement [7].

Furthermore, a clutch is considered to have failed when it can no longer trans-
mit the desired torque. The level of torque transfer in wet clutches is controlled by
the generated friction in it, and a good and stable friction coefficient which keeps
output torque at a required level is important [7,12] . Thus, clutch slippage is a
result of diminishing frictional characteristics of the clutch system [7]. The coeffi-
cient of friction may be affected by sliding speed, varying load, boundary friction,
contact temperature of clutch plates and friction due to fluid flow through the
friction material (thin-film friction) [12,13]. At higher contact temperatures of
the clutch plates, the coefficient of friction tends to decrease [12]. Degradation of
the wet clutch results in a continual drop in the coefficient of friction throughout
the clutch service life [7]. The friction characteristics of the clutch material are
influenced by different factors such as the clutch material structure, porosity, lu-
bricant and permeability [8,9]. Marklund [9] showed that friction materials with
different structure and porosity resulted in different permeability of the materials.
In addition, a clutch material’s permeability (i.e. how easily a fluid can flow within
the friction material) affects the friction coefficient and length of engagement of a
multiple disc wet clutch [4,9]. Furthermore, water contamination in paper based
friction material tends to loosen the fibers from the binders and thereby degrading
the material [12]. A paper based friction disc with many small grooves and larger
pore diameter of the facing materials exhibits stable dynamic friction properties
as the oil permeation speed varies as shown by Tatsuhito et al [11]. However,
since higher porosity of the clutch friction material improves heat resistance, it
may also result in an increase of the initial friction coefficient at the start of the
engagement resulting in shift shock (slippage) [10]. The lubricant quality affects
the overall frictional characteristics of wet clutches [12]. A poor lubricant quality
can result in high friction between the clutch plates in the low speed range and low
friction between the clutch plates in the high speed range which affects the overall
clutch engagement time [12]. Different factors can contribute to a bad oil quality
such as thermal breakdown of additives, oxidation and contamination. According
to Fatima et al [12] water contamination of the lubricant not only affects torque
characteristics, increased vibration level and wear resistance but also the friction
characteristics of the automatic transmission clutches [12]. Furthermore, Fatima
et al also observed that the presence of water changes the lubricant viscosity, re-
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duces additives performance, weakens the friction material and reduces the surface
roughness of the separator discs [12]. The lubricant additives are important to
keep the lubricant thermally stable and chemically compatible with the friction
material [12]. The sliding and torque transfer properties, at boundary lubrication
regime during the clutch engagement, are greatly influenced by the additives [4]. If
a lubricants additives has been thermally broken down, the oil quality is degraded
and it will affect the frictional performance of the wet clutches [12]. A Friction
modifier, improves the engagement phase during boundary lubrication regime, is
affected negatively by water, and thus its ability to improve the friction properties
of the oil is reduced [12]. To sum up, many factors influence the service life of
the multiple disc wet clutches and most of these factors are difficult to isolate
and accurately measure. This makes it almost impossible to match the service
life condition of the transmission in an actual machine with corresponding test
rig computation [14]. This concerns factors such as temperature of clutch plates,
coefficient of friction, torque transfer, drag torque, normal force, oil viscosity, oil
quality, oil temperature in the clutch pack, absorbed energy, absorbed energy rate
etc. Kazunari et al [14] focused on the degradation level of wet clutches due to
temperature. Kazunari et al developed the T-N curve (i.e temperature vs frequency
of occurrence) for the life calculation of multiple wet clutches [14]. However, the
method presented by Kazunari et al [14] required knowledge of the inner and
outer temperatures of the multiple wet clutch pack as well as the S-N curve [14]
(i.e fatigue strength vs frequency of occurrence) of the metal thermal deformation,
which only is possible to measure in a test rig [14].

Since many of the factors that influence the frictional characteristic of the
clutch are only measurable in a test rig but not measurable in today’s actual heavy
duty machine, this paper addresses the gap in condition monitoring of automatic
transmission clutches in an actual heavy duty machine by monitoring the health
of the clutch material on-board the machine using the available CAN-bus signals
in the machine to prevent clutch failure.

2 OVERVIEW OF SVALI

New kinds of data from sensors, Internet traffic, transaction logs etc. produce ever
growing streams of events. To process queries over such event streams DSMSs were
developed, and examples of such are SCSQ [3], Aurora [15], and STREAM [16].
Queries over streams are continuous queries (CQs) since they are continuously
running until they are explicitly terminated and will produce a result stream as
long as they are active. Sensors are often installed in the manufacturing industry
measuring different parameters of the functioning machines. The data generated
from the sensors are critical in order to monitor the correct behavior of the machine
and consequently help the engineers to make decisions. The data stream manage-
ment system SVALI provides general CQ processing over arbitrary data streams.
In this case the data streams to be analyzed by CQs are industrial equipment such
as wheel loaders on remote sites. On the remote sites there are embedded SVALI
source clients running on-board the wheel loaders that access the data streams
produced by the equipment.
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Fig. 2 . Equipment data stream monitoring architecture

2.1 SVALI UPLOADER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The CAN-bus wrapper is an interface between SVALI and the data streams pro-
duced by the CAN-bus protocol [2], which is a standard communication proto-
col used inside vehicles and industrial equipment. Client applications can access
SVALI either through a CQ editor that allows engineers to specify arbitrary CQs to
analyze the data streams in different ways, or through other applications sending
CQs to SVALI for execution. Due to security concerns the SVALI server should
run on a computer separated by a firewall from the monitored equipment. The
firewall allows client applications to access the SVALI server, and not vice versa.
This prohibits the SVALI server to directly access SVALI source clients in order
to receive data streams from the equipment. Instead the SVALI source clients es-
tablish connection to the SVALI server as other SVALI clients and can issue CQs
and SVALI commands to the server. To enable the on-line delivery of data streams
to the SVALI server, the data streams produced by the equipment are uploaded
in real-time to SVALI by issuing a request to start uploading an equipment data
stream to the SVALI server. The uploaded streams are analyzed by application
CQs accessing them in terms of stream identifiers managed by the SVALI server.
The STREAM uploader is a SVALI component that receives data streams from
equipment requesting to upload data streams to SVALI. It logs the uploaded mea-
surements in temporary CSV files, which are simultaneously tailed by the SVALI
server when processing one or several CQs over data streams being uploaded from
SVALI source clients in real-time.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Real time sensor data measure on the machine was logged with the CAN-bus and
broadcasted to the On-board SVALI DSMS via a CAN-bus wrapper. The signals
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Fig. 3 L90F Wheel Loader

Fig. 4 Newly Installed needle valves on the pressure outlets on the Transmission of the L90F
complete machine

logged from the machine CAN-bus are the Transmission oil temperature, Turbine
Torque, Clutch 1 and 2 differential speeds, Out-going speed, Input speed, Turbine
speed, Off-going slip, On-going slip, Engaged gear, gear direction, Shifting from 1
to 2 and 2 to 1. The data were logged with a 32 bits CAN-bus at a Baud rate of
250 kBaud. To read the digital data from machine CAN-bus signals, a sampling
frequency of 500Hz was used. Due to too much heat generated in the Forward 2
and 1 clutches of the L90F Wheel loader machine, gear shifts from gear one to two
and vice versa were logged for this experiment. To simulate leakage in the clutches,
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two manual needle valves were installed on the pressure out-takes on the clutch 1
and clutch 2. This enables the adjustment of the oil pressure going to the piston
in the clutches. Each of the needle valves can be opened in seven steps (each step
corresponding to 3600) simulating different severity of the fault. The system was
set up as the picture show.

4 FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS

4.1 Higher Order Statistical Properties

Commonly when statistical properties of stochastic processes are studied the mean,
autocorrelation, autocovariance, etc. of a process are considered [18]. The auto-
correlation, autocovariance, etc. are so-called second-order statistical properties,
higher-order statistical properties or non-Gausian propertis are of third-order or
higher [21]. The moments mk of a random process X(n), n ∈ Z are given by [20];

mk = E[xk(n)] k = 1, 2, ..

where E[·] is the expectation operator and the central moments of random
process are defined as:

mc
k = E[(x(n)− E[x(n)])k] k = 1, 2, ..

The first central moment is always zero, the second central moment is the
variance. However, the skewness γ3

x(n) is defined as a normalized third central
moment according to [21]:

γ3
x(n) = E

[
(x(n)− E[x(n)])3

σ3
x(n)

]
=

mc
3

σ3
x(n)

(1)

where E[·] is the expectation operator.The skewness provide a mesure on the
asymetricity of a probability density function around its mean. Furthermore, the
kurtosis γ4

x(n) is defined as the normalized fourth central moment subtracted with
three and is given by [21]:

γ4
x(n) = E

[
(x(n)− E[x(n)])4

σ4
x(n)

]
− 3 =

mc
4

σ4
x(n)

− 3 (2)

The kurtosis gives an indication of the ”peakedness” and the ”tailedness” of a
probability density function [28,21]. For a Gaussian distributed random process
the kurtosis value is 0 [28,21].
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4.2 Mean Square Value and Moving Average Square Value Filtering (MASVF)

Usually mean and mean square values of random signals may be estimated with
the aid of time averages and/or ensemble averages depending on the underlaying
physical phenomenon a signal originates from [18]. For instance, if the underlaying
physical phenomenon a random signal originates from enables time averaging for
the estimation of a unbiased and consitent mean square value of the signal, the
signal may be considerd to be weakly ergodic. Weakly ergodic stochastic processes
constitute a subset of weakly stationary stochastic processes [18]. For instance,
unbiased and consistent estimates of the mean value, the auto correlation and
auto covariance of a weakly ergodic stochastic process may be estimated with the
aid of time averages [18]. The mean value E[x(n)] of a weakly ergodic signal x(n),
n = 1, 2, ..., N may be estimated using a time average, according to:

Ê[x(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

x(n) (3)

Where n is the discrete time and and N is the number of samples included in
the the time average. The estimate Ê[x(n)] is an unbiased estimate of the true
mean value, E[x(n)] [18]. In the same way an estimate of the mean square value
E[x2(n)] of a weakly ergodic process may be produced as [18]:

Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

x2(n) (4)

The variance or the second central moment, σ2
x(n), of weakly ergodic stochastic

process may now conveniently be estimated as [18];

σ̂2
x(n) =

1

N

N−1∑
n=0

(x(n)− Ê[x(n)])2 (5)

If a stochatic process X(n), n ∈ Z is fourth-order ergodic the kurtosis γ4
x(n)

may be consitently estimated as [21]:

γ̂4
x(n) =

1
N

∑N−1
n=0 (x(n)− Ê[x(n)])4

( 1
N

∑N−1
n=0 (x(n)− Ê[x(n)])2)2

− 3 (6)

To estimate the mean value, mean square value, etc. for a non-stationary
stochastic process so-called moving time averaging may be utilized [18,19]. An
estimate of a time varying mean value for a signal x(n) with the aid of moving
averaging may be produced as:

Ê[x(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x(n− j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (7)

For the selection of the length N of the moving time average the time constant
of the non-stationary behavior of the stochastic process and the variance of the
estimates have to be considered. Consequently, the moving averaging procedure
for the estimation of a time varying mean square value may e.g. be expressed as :
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Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x2(n− j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (8)

The moving averaging procedure may for instance be carried out with the aid
of a FIR filer having the impulse response;

h(n) =

{
1
N , 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 , otherwise

(9)

The MASVF is realized by filtering squared samples of a signal with an ade-
quate filter [19]. Thus, an estimate of the time varying mean square value of a
signal x(n) may for instance be produced according to the convolution sum;

Ê[x2(n)] =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

x2(n− j)h(j), n ∈ {N − 1, N, . . .} (10)

The moving average square value filtering not only smoothens random varia-
tions of the signal but also gives an indication of the mean square properties of a
signal [19]. The mean square value estimates may also provide information about
the stationarity of a signal [18] . The moving average filter acts as a low-pass filter
over the squared magnitude of the signal, the part of the squared signal that is
within the bandwidth of the filter is not attenuated while the part of the squared
signal that is outside the bandwidth of the filter is attenuated [19]. The averaging
time defines the length of the filter [19]. If different time vJournal of Intelligent
Information Systemsarying properties of the mean square value of a signal are de-
sired, filters with different lengths may be used instead of filters with fixed length
[19].

5 DISTRIBUTED FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS
MODULE

In [22], we proposed the diagnostic approach shown in Fig. 5. The system consists
of the three parts. The first part (1) is the feature extraction module presented in
the previous section . The second part (2) is the on-board anomaly detection part.
The third part (3) is the off-board case-based fault diagnosis part. The anomaly
detection was done by a probabilistic classifier (we used logistic regression) that
was trained to recognized normal cases and anomalous cases based on a small
sample of known anomalies (faults), while the anomalies were diagnosed by a
CBR approach off-line. In this paper we give a more detailed analysis of each
component and we also assess the performance of the parts as a whole while in
the previous paper we only tested them individually.

5.1 The Gaussian Mixture Model and Logistic Regression

For modelling normal cases, we use the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). A GMM
assumes that cases are generated by a set of clusters of Gaussian distributions [29].
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Fig. 5 The proposed on-board and off-board diagnosis framework.

Thus, a GMM is the weighted sum of the set of Gaussian distributions:

p(x) =
z∑

Z=1

p(x|z)p(z)

p(x|z) = 1√
2πK

∣∣∑
z

∣∣e−(x−μz)
T∑−1

z (x−μz)

where x is a case represented as a numerical vector with length K, Z is the
number of clusters, z denotes a specific cluster, p(z) is the probability of the
cluster and p(x|z) is the likelihood of case x conditioned on cluster z, while μz

is a vector of mean values and
∑

z is the correlation matrix for cluster z, and∣∣∑
z

∣∣ is the determinant of
∑

z . The parameters
∑

z, μz, and p(z) are estimated
using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [30]. For identifying whether a case
is anomalous or normal, we use the logistics regression classifier (LRC). LRC
is a binary classifier that can separate between two classes [29]. LRC is, as the
name tells, a linear classifier, which can be considered a discrete version of linear
regression. The LRC probability distributions for two classes c ∈ [0, 1] given a
feature vector x is

p(c = 1|x) = 1

1 + exp(−ωTx)

p(c = 0|x) = exp(−ωTx)

1 + exp(−ωTx)

where ω is a weight vector with K+1 weights assuming that x has K+1 features
including an extra feature that is 1 for all cases. A case is then classified as c = 1
if ωTx ≥ 0 and c = 0 otherwise.

6 ANOMALY DETECTION

The anomaly detection component is continuously monitoring the vehicle by clas-
sifying the extracted features into normal or anomalous using a continuos query
running on the machine. If a case is considered anomalous, the signals are sent
off-board for further analysis.

We assume that there is a large set of cases known to be normal and a rela-
tively small set of cases known to be anomalous. In addition, not all fault classes
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are known beforehand so new faults should also be detected. Thus, given these as-
sumptions, an ordinary classifier is not sufficient, and therefore, we use an anomaly
detection approach instead. The anomaly detection method should be fast and
light-weight, since it should be able to handle continuous streams of data on-
board a machine. However, its not required that the anomaly detection model to
be created on-board, so that is done off-board in the current setup.

A common way of doing anomaly detection is to fit a statistical model to
the non-anomalous cases and then, by choosing a suitable threshold, classify cases
above the threshold as normal and below the threshold as anomalous since they are
unlikely [37]. So, in this simple statistical approach x is defined to be anomalous
if p(x) < α where α is a small threshold that is selected using the anomalous
cases and p(x) is the probability of x given the statistical model. That could be
formulated as a probability distribution as follows (c = 1 means x is anomalous):

p(c = 1|x) = 1 if p(x) < α else 0 (11)

Cases below the threshold are unlikely to have been generated by the statisti-
cal model and therefore considered anomalous. However, this is actually a kind
of binary classification problem where the statistical model is the input to the
classifier. So, in the following, we instead consider this as a binary classification
problem, so that a soft threshold can be introduced by training a probabilistic
classifier using as case features the output of the statistical model. By formulating
anomaly detection as probabilistic classification, we get two advantages: (1) the
degree of anomaly is now measured as a probability (not only yes or no), and (2)
the threshold is part of the statistical model.In addition, by using the statistical
model of non-anomalous cases for feature generation, we also hypothesise that it
will be easier to detect faults from unknown fault classes compared to training a
classifier directly on the original features.

The anomaly detection is divided into two subcomponents: (1) a statistical
mode of the normal data which is a set of GMMs fitted to the normal data and
(2) a probabilistic classifier, where we use logistic regression, fitted to separate
anomalous and normal data. So in our case, the GMM is only trained on normal
data while the logistic regression is fitted on both. Normally in case of anomaly
detection, GMMs are fitted to all features, while in our approach, the GMMs are
fitted to each feature independently of the other features. Output is then a new
feature vector with the log-likelihood of each pair of feature value and cluster. For
instance, 5 signals where 5 features are extracted from each signal will result in
25 features in total. In addition, by fitting a GMM with 5 cluster components to
each extracted feature results in a 125 log-likelihoods. However, If there are any
dependencies between features, the logistic regression will at least partially take
that into account. Thus, the linear regression uses the log-likelihood features to
learn to separate between normal and anomalous signals.

7 CASE-BASED REASONING (CBR)

Given that an anomaly is detected by the anomaly detection module, we use CBR
to make a diagnosis of the anomaly. CBR makes the assumption that similar prob-
lems tend to have similar solutions [31]. Thus, CBR assumes that new solutions to
a new problem can be constructed by retrieving a set of previous solution to similar
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problems. The most used approach to CBR algorithm is the k-nearest neighbour
algorithm [32]. Similar to our previous work, we use CBR, not only for fault diag-
nosis, but also because to support manual decisions by presenting the set of most
relevant cases [33].

CBR, in contrast to model-based approaches, does not generalise into a model,
but make predictions directly from the cases. Thus, an advantage of using CBR
compared to model-based approaches is that, if the classification algorithm does
not come up with a good solution, a CBR-based approach can nevertheless support
experts in finding a diagnosis by being able to retrieve and present the set of
the most relevant cases. Thereby, CBR can support manual decision making in
addition to automatic fault classification.

A CBR approach requires a measure of similarity between cases, and as in our
previous papers, we define the similarity between two case as how similarly they de-
viates from the normal cases with respect to a statistical model. For measuring the
similarity between cases we, as before, use the symmetric Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (J-divergence) [35]. The J-divergence is a statistical measure for comparing
the similarity between two probability distributions. For statistically modelling
the normal cases, we also as before fit a GMM to each feature independent of the
other features [34]. Then, we compare two cases as the difference between the
probability of each cluster given the cases. So, let z be a vector with one cluster
for each feature k = 1, ...,K then the J-divergence between two cases xi, xj with
respect to the distribution of z is as follows:

J(xi,xj) =
∑
z

(
log(p(z|xi))− log(p(z|xj))

)(
p(z|xi)− p(z|xj)

)
=

K∑
k=1

Z∑
zk=1

(
log(p(zk|xk

i ))− log(p(zk|xk
j ))

)(
p(zk|xk

i )− p(zk|xk
j )
)

≤
K∑

k=1

Z∑
zk=1

∣∣ log(p(xk
i |zk))− log(p(xk

j |zk))
∣∣

where p(z|xi) = p(z1|x1
i )·p(z2|x2

i )·. . .·p(zK |xK
i ) (assuming independence of cluster

zk given feature k and value xk
i ) and p(zk|xk) =

p(xk|zk)p
zk

p(xk)
. The less-than-equal

row is valid since log(p(zk|xk
i ))− log(p(zk|xk

j )) = log(p(xk
i |zk))− log(p(xk

j |zk)) +
log(p(xk

j )) − log(p(xk
i )) (last terms are independent of zk and thereby canceled

out in the sum) and max(
∣∣p(zk|xk

i )− p(zk|xk
j )
∣∣) = 1. Thus, from the J-divergence,

we can derive, as an upper bound, the Manhattan distance with respect to the
log-likelihood of each cluster. As final metric for comparing cases, we will use the
Manhattan distance with normalised and weighted log-likelihood features. The
weights were estimated using the average of the maximum information coefficient
(MIC) between the classes or severity and the normalised features [29]. Then the
resulting metrics is as follows:

d(xi,xj) =
K∑

k=1

Z∑
zk=1

ωk

∣∣ log(p(xk
i |zk))− log(p(xk

j |zk))
∣∣

where normalisation and MIC are included in ωk for each feature.
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Fig. 6 The Sliding Mean Square value filtering of clutch 1 differential Speed showing clutch
slippage and non clutch slippage

For making off-board fault classification, we would use the k-nearest neighbour
algorithm that makes a majority vote to classify the anomalous cases, but where a
anomalous case is sent to manual investigation if the percentage of nearest neigh-
bours voting for the class is less than a threshold of 90%. Thus, we require at least
9 out of 10 neighbours to be of the same class to accept it as the final classification.
For severity estimation, we use the average severity of the retrieved set of cases.

8 RESULTS

8.1 Mean Square Value and Sliding Mean Square Value filtering

With needle valve 2 alone fully opened the clutch hydraulic system compensated
for the leakage and no slippage was observed. So needle valve 2 was kept fully
opened and value 1 was opened gradually to give different degrees of value opening
indicating clutch slippage. In order to detect slippage, the engagement part of the
clutch 1 differential speed signal for each gear shifts were passed throught the
moving average square value filter. The averaging length of 10 samples was used.
After filtering, the absolute mean square value of each differential speed signal was
subtracted from the filtered signal to clearly give an indication of slippage.

8.2 Higher order Statistics:Kurtosis

The kurtosis of the engagement part of each signal is estimated and the results
given below;

The results from the kurtosis values in table 1 and 2 shows a variation for the
different signals for clutch slippage and non-clutch slippage.
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Table 1 Kurtosis values when there is no clutch slippage

Differential Speed 1 Differential Speed 2 Output Speed Turbine Speed Turbine Torque

5.634 4.9055 5.6837 3.5152 3.5172
6.5279 5.8958 4.1985 4.3244 4.1297
7.1882 6.6851 4.4596 4.7167 5.1261
2.4357 2.2671 3.8482 1.8557 1.8729

Table 2 Kurtosis values when there is clutch slippage

Differential Speed 1 Differential Speed 2 Output Speed Turbine Speed Turbine Torque

1.811 2.0128 3.2147 1.6865 1.7863
1.9542 2.0576 4.6225 1.8431 2.2753
1.6627 1.8836 3.8121 1.6731 1.8809
1.6541 1.7516 2.2406 1.6332 1.7420
1.7767 1.6713 2.8705 1.5620 1.7888

Table 3 The area under the curve (AUC) for the clutch slip diagnosis

Feature Type AUC (3 features) AUC (5 features)

Original features 0.813 0.902
Auto Cluster 0.967 0.945
Clusters (12 and 7) 0.972 0.961

8.3 Detecting Anomalies

For evaluation, we have collected 389 cases of which 110 are fault cases with valve
opening 0-7 where 0 indicates a normal case and 7 indicates the fault with the
highest severity. In case of anomaly detection, we assumed the two classes: normal
(0 valve openings) and anomalous (1-7 valve openings) cases. We fitted the GMMs
and the logistic regression 10 times on randomly split data where the training data
constituted 80% of the normal data and 20% of the anomalous data and for testing,
we used the remaining data. The performance was measured using the Area Under
the ROC Curve (AUC) [38]. A value 0.5 AUC indicate random detection and a
value of 1.0 means perfect detection.

In Table 3, the result from applying the anomaly detection algorithm to a test
set is shown. The signal features used in the 3 feature set-up consists of the signal
length, its mean value and standard deviation. Signal features used in 5 feature set-
up, we also used the kurtosis and the maximum of the sliding mean square value
filtering of the clutch 1 differential speed signal. The meaning of each row is as
follows: Original features approach means that no clustering is done, and only the
original 3 or 5 features were used. Auto cluster approach refers to automatically
selecting the number of used clusters per features by testing the model fit. Clusters
approach selects the number of clusters with the largest AUC for a validation set
when using the same number of clusters for all signal features. The results are
shown Fig. 7 in form of ROC curves for each approach to clustering. The best for
anomaly detection is close to 1.0, and apparently, the best results are the Clusters.
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Fig. 7 ROC curves for anomaly detection

Table 4 The mean square error (MSE) for clutch slip severity diagnosis (predicting valve
openings: 1-7 turns

Feature Type MSE (3 features) MSE (5 features)

Original features 1.553 1.432
Auto Cluster 1.707 1.141
Clusters (12 and 7) 1.689 1.277

8.4 Case-based Prediction

For evaluation of the CBR diagnosis component, we have used the same data set
as for anomaly detection. However, since the data set only have a single type of
fault but with varying severity the evaluation can only be restricted to severity es-
timation. In the first evaluation, we test the CBR diagnosis performance assuming
that the anomalies only contain faults (thus we have perfect anomaly detection)
so the CBR is only trained using the 110 fault cases. In the second evaluation, we
only diagnose the output from the anomaly detection component, and thus, false
positives must be managed.

In the first experiment, the k-nearest neighbour algorithm was trained to pre-
dict the severity of a new case using the average valve opening from the k most sim-
ilar cases. Table 4 shows the performance evaluation in form of the mean squared
error (MSE). As can be noted, in this case, we get the best performance using
all features and the Auto cluster approach. Thus, the the log-likelihood cluster
features improves the results substantially.

Table 5 shows the MSE for each severity (valve opening) when using Auto
cluster with 5 features. A valve opening of 3 is apparently harder to estimate than
the other, but the reason for this is unclear since there are quite large fraction of
tof this type in the data set.
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Table 5 MSE for each valve opening

Valve Opening MSE

1 0.40
2 0.33
3 4.31
4 0.13
5 0.57
6 0.25
7 1.23

Table 6 Result from running both anomaly detection and CBR diagnosis measured in MSE.

All normal cases (1) No normal cases (2) Only misclassified cases (3)

Original features 12.24 5.45 5.09
Auto Cluster 12.39 5.95 5.23
Clusters (2, 17, and 17) 11.99 4.37 4.61

Table 7 Mean Absolute Error and Mean Square Error for each valve opening

Valve Opening Mean Absolute Error Mean Squared Error

0 0.10 0.52
1 0.87 2.46
2 1.17 2.62
3 1.70 5.05
4 1.47 3.79
5 1.44 4.89
6 1.72 7.28
7 2.11 12.17

In the second experiment, we have used the same evaluation set up as for
anomaly detection, but where the cases flagged as anomalous are diagnosed using
the CBR. In this case, we have to manage the false positives from the anomaly
detection algorithm and the k-nearest neighbour algorithm has to be trained using
the same data as was used for training the anomaly detection algorithm. However,
it is not straightforward whether to add alla training cases or a subset since the
normal cases are many more than the anomalous cases. Thus, we tried three differ-
ent ways of managing the normal cases in the training set: (1) add all normal cases,
(2) add no normal cases, and (3) add only normal cases that are misclassified by
the anomaly detection module. Table 6 shows the average MSE of the test sets for
the different clustering approach. We only show for the 3 features set up. As can
be seen, the MSE is lowest for the second way of managing the normal cases in the
training set. Thus, in this case, it is better add no normal cases. However, that will
probably change as we get more cases. In Table 7, we show the performance for
the different valve openings. In comparison, with Table 5, the MSE is much larger
and in this case valve opening 7 is the highest. If we look at the mean absolute
error instead, the difference does not become that large.
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9 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The main results of the study are feature extraction and anomaly detection com-
bined with Case-Base Reasoning. The above results, which are enabled by the
use of on-board sensor technology and distributed analytics based on a DSMS,
demonstrates that clutch slippage patterns of the automatic transmission clutches
in an actual heavy duty construction equipment can be detected using a Moving
Average Square Value filter combined with a measure of the higher order statistics,
Kurtosis. It has also been established that the clutch slippage patterns can further
be diagnosed into different severity of fault cases, i.e. levels of valve openings, using
the anomaly detection module and case-based reasoning. Regarding related future
work, it would be interesting to continue with monitoring the health of Automatic
Transmission Fluids (ATF) on-board via additional sensors attached to the ma-
chine, since the oil has a lot of information concerning the health of the automatic
transmission clutches [12]. In practical settings, to offer customers a possibility
to monitor a fleet of machines with diagnostics for each machine may save both
money and time, as for instance potential clutch failures may be predicted well
in advance before they occur. Being able to predict potential problems to a large
extent allows for acting in a proactive manner and planning the maintenance in-
stead of having to do reactive maintenance when something has already occurred
or broken down. Other components, which are critical for the availability of the
machine and its function, could further be monitored as well in order to improve
the customers’ productivity and the availability level of the construction equip-
ment. The data-driven approach, which has been developed, is generic and can
thus be applied to other components other than the clutches. In this way, several
critical components on a machine can be continuously monitored. The result from
this work may also be used to support emerging business models, which for in-
stance require fleet management and monitoring to be able to predict problems and
act proactively related to maintenance and long-term management of operations.
Offers based on these emerging business models may also be sold with availabil-
ity or productivity clauses, requiring the provider to take additional costs and
manage additional responsibility and risk - but however hopefully being compen-
sated for that. Examples of such emerging business models are: Product-Service
Systems/Industrial Product-Service Systems [40] and Functional Products [41].
In order to stay ahead in the global competition, it is required that corporations
develop their core competences and customer offers. One way to both develop core
competences and customer offers is to learn more on what is offered and how to
keep it operating according to (or better than) what the customers expect.
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Heavy duty construction equipment is generally equipped with automatic transmission enabling

to change gear ratio automatically. The clutches in an automatic transmission transfer torque

from the engine to the gearbox and clutch failures may result in costly downtime of construction

equipment. To prevent costly downtime of construction equipment, condition monitoring in com-

bination with condition based maintenance may be utilized. Different sensor data are collected

on a machine that enables condition monitoring. Vibration have been measured on an automatic

transmission in a construction equipment machine during controlled driving sessions, with and

without clutch slippage, on a test track. An initial investigation of the vibration measured on the

automatic transmission have been carried out with the purpose to find out if the vibration may

contain reliable information related to clutch slippage considered to be abnormal. Initial signal

analysis of the data have been carried out using Spectrogram and Spectral Kurtosis methods. The

results indicate that information related to abnormal clutch slippage may be extracted from vibra-

tion measured on an automatic transmission in a construction equipment machine.

1. Introduction

Ways of improving up-time and reducing down-time are paramount in the construction equipment

business. Automatic transmission clutch failure results in costly downtime, which also increases

service cost and may also increase warranty costs. Multiple disc wet clutches are considered to be

the backbone of Automatic Transmissions. The function of the clutch is to enable the disconnection
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of a driving shaft and a driven shaft during gear shifts, and to connect and transfer of torque between

the shafts when being in gear. [1, 2]. Furthermore, multiple disc wet clutches allows slipping, which

means that the shafts can be connected while there is a large difference between the rotation speed of

the two shafts [2].

A typical multiple disc wet clutch pack and its components is illustrated in Fig. 1. The clutch

plates are arranged in such a way that one of the discs type is driven by the hub and the other by the

drum [5]. The drum and hub are driven by a joint that allows axial movement such as splines and

lugs [5]. The multiple disc wet clutch is equipped with an electro-mechanical hydraulic actuator,

comprising of e.g piston, returning spring, a control valve, oil pump etc, which enables the engaging

and disengaging of gear.

Figure 1: Multiple Disc Wet Clutch pack 3-D view

Multiple disc wet clutch pack are designed to slip for a defined period of time (slip time) so

that too much heat is not generated at the clutch plates interfaces burning the clutch material due to

excessive friction [8]. Clutch failure occurs when the the clutch can no longer transmit the desired

torque. Hence, clutch slippage is a result of diminishing frictional characteristics of the clutch system

[10].

Clutch degradation is often accompanied by drive-line vibration [12, 8, 9]. Friction induced

vibration, also referred to as "Judder", is influenced by the coefficient of friction of the clutch system

[12]. Yuzuru et al [4] investigated the presence of torsional vibration during clutch engagement

in an experiment where he used paper-based friction material and connected two accelerometers,

one around the clutch pack and the other on the bottom end of the input shaft, he observed that

torsional vibration of the input shaft occurred during engagement. Agusmian et al [11] utilizing

modal parameters developed a monitoring method aimed at monitoring the change in post lock-up

dynamic behavior of the drive-line due to wet clutch induced vibration. Berglund et al [8] observed

that the degradation of wet clutches is often associated with the presence of drive-line vibration, he

also showed that the frictional characteristics of an ageing clutch may induce drive-line vibrations [8].

Fatima et al [9] clearly pointed out that the torsional vibration of wet clutches occurs when the static

coefficient of friction is greater than the dynamic coefficient of friction thus leading to a reduction in

the coefficient of friction, she went on to investigate the influence of output shaft stiffness and inertia,

on wet clutch vibration. She observed that vibration was higher for a clutch with low stiffness and

low inertia of the output shaft, which results in a loss in the coefficient of friction in the wet clutch

[9]. Centea et al [12] showed that the level of torsional vibration (judder) depends on the coefficient
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of friction characteristics of the friction material lining of the clutch system. He also stated that

selecting a friction material with good friction characteristics is one way of reducing vibration in the

clutch system [12].

To sum-up, drive-line/torsional vibration has been observed both during clutch engagement and

clutch degradation but the vibration signals has not been utilized for the detection of clutch slippage

with the aim to provide an indication of the health of the wet clutch system. This paper concerns

an initial investigation with the purpose to find out if drive-line vibration may contain information

related to clutch slippage. It is based on recorded accelerometer data measured on the transmission

of a Volvo L90F Wheel Loader. Further, the purpose of the paper is to extend the current methods to

detect clutch slippage based on vibration features.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup

The Volvo Construction Equipment L90F Wheel Loader was used in the experiments. To induced

clutch slippage the Wheel Loader was slightly modified by installing two manual needle valves on

the pressure outlet of clutch 1 and 2 as in Fig. 2. The clutch 1 and 2 were considered based on

reported cases of clutch failure [13]. The manual needle valves can be fully opened and fully closed,

when both valves are fully opened oil leakage is simulated in both clutches. A steep hill was used in

the experiments as driving track, with one driver and similar driving style in all measurements. The

measured parameters used in the investigation are the clutch pressures, the clutch vibration, gear shift

from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1. The experiment was controlled and an adequate number of recordings were

made.

2.2 Measurement Equipment and Setup

The vibration signals were recorded using a SQuadriga 1369 Data Acquisition system, sampling

frequency 6kHz, connected to a triaxial accelerometer attached on the automatic transmission. The

triaxial accelerometer was mounted as close as possible to the clutch 1 and 2 to measure vibration as

in Fig. 3. The accelerometer was mounted using instant adhesive- Loctite 454. The clutch Pressures

and the gear signals were recorded using two CAN-buses, the IPETronic CAN-bus and the Machine

ECU CAN-bus. The clutch pressures were logged using a IPETronic M-SENS 8, and signals which

gave an indication of a gear shift such as engaged gear were logged using the ECU CAN-bus. The

data from these two CAN-buses were broadcast to a third bus and displayed using the CANalyzer

VN1630.

2.3 Evaluation of the Gear Box Vibration

The properties of drive-line vibration may be investigated by applying frequency domain, time-

frequency domain analysis, etc. Frequency domain analysis of a signal can be carried out directly with

the aid of the Fast Fourier Transform or generally more reliable and robust via Power Spectrum/ Power

Spectral Density estimates, depending on the underlying properties of the signals. While, the time-

frequency domain analysis involves signal processing methods that provide information about the

time and frequency domain at the same time. Furthermore, the time-frequency domain analysis may

be estimated directly via the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) or its squared magnitude regarded

as Spectrogram, Spectral Kurtosis, (which is based on STFT), wavelet transform etc. [15, 14].The

time-frequency domain analysis is often preferred when analyzing non-stationary signals to extract

information regarding a signals frequency content as a function of time. Physical quantities, such as

vibration, may have non-stationary stochastic behavior, this makes their spectral properties change

over time [15].
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Figure 2: Manual needle valves installed on the pressure outlets of the Transmission of the L90F

Wheel Loader

2.4 Spectral Properties

2.4.1 Spectrogram

The Spectrogram is a time-frequency signal processing technique which provide information

about a signal in both the time and the frequency domain at the same time [15].The Spectrogram

is based on the squared magnitude of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). The STFT is a win-

dowed Fourier Transform whose window has fixed length [15]. The discrete time STFT of a sampled

signal x(n) may be produced as [15]:

X(k, lD) =
M−1∑
n=0

x(n)w(n− lD)e−j2π k
N
(n−lD)(1)

where k = 0, ..., N/2, w(n) is a suitable window with length N , lD is the starting point for each

periodogram , D is the overlapping increment and D < N , M is the length of the time series. The

Spectrogram may be produced according to:

Spectrogram(k, lD) =
1

Fs
∑N−1

n=0 (w(n))
2

〈
|X(k, lD)|2

〉
t

(2)

Where 〈·〉t is the time averaging operator and Fs is the sampling frequency.

2.4.2 Spectral Kurtosis

The Spectral Kurtosis (SK) is a higher order statistical tool which can handle non-Gaussian com-

ponents of a signal showing their location in the frequency domain [18]. SK is a powerful tool

to use for detecting transients in a signal and thus complements the PSD which may remove non-

stationarities in a signal [18]. Furthermore, SK is suitable for analyzing signals corrupted with Gaus-

sian noise since higher-order statistics are blind to Gaussian measurement noise [20, 18]. The SK

may be estimated with the aid of the STFT according to [18]:

ŜKX(k, lD) =
〈|X(k, lD)|4〉t
〈|X(k, lD)|2〉2t

− 2(3)
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Figure 3: L90F Wheel Loader with Accelerometer attached on the Automatic Transmission.

where X(k, lD) is the short time Fourier transform of the signal x(n), |X(k, lD)|4 is the fourth

power of the magnitude of signals short time Fourier transform and |X(k, lD)|2 is the second power

of the magnitude of signals short time Fourier transform. Care should be taken when choosing over-

lapping increment D with concern to aliasing and when choosing window length N ; basically the

window length N should be longer than the signals correlation length providing sufficient spectral

resolution and sufficiently short to resolve temporal variation in its spectral properties [18]. Further-

more, with increasing window length the STFT approaches Gaussianity according to central limit

theorem and thus the spectral kurtosis will approach zero [18].

3. Result and Analysis

The results of the research are outlined below as a Spectrogram estimation and a Spectral Kurtosis

estimation of measured vibration data with clutch slippage and without clutch slippage. In Fig. 4 a)

spectral kurtosis for gearbox acceleration for clutch slip is shown in a 3-D plot and in Fig. 4 b) a

spectrogram for the corresponding gearbox acceleration is shown. For the case with no clutch slippage

Spectral Kurtosis for gearbox acceleration is shown in a 3-D plot in Fig. 5 a) and a Spectrogram for the

corresponding gearbox acceleration is shown in Fig. 5 b). From the figures, the time and frequency

domain axes provides an indication on how the clutch frequencies vary over time during a gear shift.

Furthermore, the results also shows that clutch slippage vibrations exhibits non-stationary stochastic

behavior.

By comparing the Spectrogram results for the case of clutch slippage and the case of no clutch

slippage, a more broadband spectrum can be observed when there is no clutch slippage as compared

to when there is clutch slippage. Also, with no clutch slippage two ridges in the spectrogram are more

pronounced as compared to the case of clutch slippage. Also, around 0.01 seconds the frequency

peaks at about 1688Hz is higher when there is clutch slippage unlike when there is none. further, at

about 0.58 seconds on the Spectrogram, the frequency peak at about 1875Hz is higher when there is

no clutch slippage.

The Spectral Kurtosis for the case with clutch slippage and no clutch slippage also shows a vari-

ation; high peak around 2625Hz for no clutch slippage case and no peak at around 2625Hz for the

clutch slippage case. Also, about 0.7 second to 1 seconds, the Spectral Kurtosis peaks around 750Hz

and 1500Hz frequency range seems to be more pronounced and thus higher for the clutch slippage
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case compared to the case of no clutch slippage.

a) b)

Figure 4: a) Spectral Kurtosis of gearbox acceleration, with clutch slippage and b) Spectrogram of

gearbox acceleration, with clutch slippage.

a) b)

Figure 5: a) Spectral Kurtosis of gearbox acceleration, without clutch slippage and b) Spectrogram of

gearbox acceleration, without clutch slippage.

4. Discussions

An initial investigation concerning clutch slippage detection using driveline vibration have been

carried out. The above results demonstrates that automatic transmission vibration in an actual heavy

duty construction equipment may contain information related to degrading clutch slippage. Spectro-

gram and Spectral Kurtosis estimates of automatic transmission vibration seems to provide features

related to degrading clutch slippage. The results also indicates that automatic transmission vibration

during clutch slippage exhibits non-stationary behavior. Furthermore, the measured vibration origi-

nates from the off-going and on-going clutches during a gear shift. In addition, the implication from
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the results shows that time-frequency domain analysis using the Spectrogram and the Spectral Kur-

tosis reveals the frequency components over time during a gear shift in a vibration signal corrupted

with noise. This indicates that it is possible to detect wet clutch failure via vibrations.

In future machines, it might be of importance to monitor the driveline vibration on-board via

vibration sensors, complementing other on-board monitoring sensors in early fault detection of the

clutch systems and other component parts. Practically, early fault prediction may save both money

and time for the customer as potential problems are detected well in advance before a clutch failure

occur, gearbox failure occur , etc.

An industrial application of the vibration analysis is that it together with other methods to monitor

and analyze key components, which have high impact on the level of availability, enable further

advanced business models than products and services. This is crucial as the global competition force

providers of for instance construction equipment or production equipment to provide additional value

than products and services do. If the level of availability and key components can be monitored,

in order to enable predictive and proactive maintenance, further advanced business models such as

Product-Service Systems [21] and Functional Products [22] can be offered. These business models

can potentially offer more value to the customers by e.g., transfer of responsibility and risks to the

provider. However, the provider needs to be compensated for that to reach a sustainable and long-term

win-win situation between the customer and the provider sides.
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Abstract. This paper presents a generic approach to fault diagnosis of
heavy duty machines that combines signal processing, statistics, machine
learning, and case-based reasoning for on-board and off-board analysis.
The used methods complement each other in that the on-board methods
are fast and light-weight, while case-based reasoning is used off-board
for fault diagnosis and for retrieving cases as support in manual deci-
sion making. Three major contributions are novel approaches to detect-
ing clutch slippage, anomaly detection, and case-based diagnosis that is
closely integrated with the anomaly detection model. As example appli-
cation, the proposed approach has been applied to diagnosing the root
cause of clutch slippage in automatic transmissions.

Keywords: Case-based Reasoning, Machine Learning, Signal Process-
ing, Fault Diagnosis

1 Introduction

Many heavy duty machines, like construction machines, are complex vehicles
with many interdependent parts. As time goes by, new features are added and
thereby, the complexity is further increased. As a consequence, this leads to
longer time in diagnosing faults and often, unnecessary replacement of parts to
address the source of problem.



In order to reduce above problems, we are developing an automated, data
driven approach to fault diagnosis that in a novel way combines methods from
signal processing, statistics, machine learning and case-based reasoning (CBR).
The system will continuously monitor a vehicle on-board to detect potential
problems (anomalies) and then classify the problem off-board, either using CBR
or manually with the help of experts.

CBR has been used for fault diagnosis since the beginning of the CBR field
[1–3], and often it has been combined with methods from signal processing and
machine learning [4–6]. In the proposed approach, the different methods com-
plement each other in that signal processing and machine learning provide fast
and light-weight on-board feature extraction and fault detection, while CBR, in
addition to fault diagnosis, can retrieve relevant cases as decision support [7].
In addition, a major contribution, apart from a novel solution to fault diagno-
sis, is to integrate CBR and the statistical anomaly detection model using a
theoretically sound approach to defining similarity grounded in statistics and in-
formation theory [8, 9]. Previously, it was used as a complement to probabilistic
predictions, while it is central for the current work. Furthermore, as an example
application, the approach was applied to identifying the root cause of clutch
slippage, and therefore, a method for detecting slipping clutches is proposed.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the example
problem domain and the used statistical methods. Section 3 gives an overview of
the system. Section 4 describes how data was collected and how signal processing
is used for extracting features. Section 5 presents an approach for detecting faults
(anomalies) on-board a machine. Section 6 describes the off-board diagnosis
using CBR. Section 7 relates the proposed approach to previous work. Finally,
Sect. 8 ends with some conclusions and future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we firstly present the problem domain that we are addressing,
that is, diagnosis of automatic transmission clutches, considering especially the
problem of clutch slippage. Last, we present two statistical machine learning
algorithms that we use for anomaly detection.

2.1 Automatic Transmission Clutch Slippage

The automatic transmission clutches in wheel loaders are a crucial component
of the driveline. A clutch enables connection and transfer of torque between
two rotating shafts when engaged [10]. Multiple disc wet clutches are generally
used in automatic transmissions. A multiple disc wet clutch pack consists of
separator discs, friction discs, lubricant, piston and two shafts. To engage the
clutch, a hydraulic induced normal force is applied to the clutch piston thereby
clamping together the friction disc and the separator disc, which allows torque
transfer between the two shafts [11]. During gear change both the disengaging
clutch for previous gear (off-going clutch) and the engaging clutch for next gear



(on-going clutch) have different angular speeds, the engaging clutch’s angular
speed drops to zero at the end of engagement due to generated friction [12].

In this paper, we use the problem of clutch slippage as an example applica-
tion. Clutch slippage occurs when a gear change takes longer time than expected.
This can happen due to several reasons, such as, special working conditions and
different types of faults. One such root cause is pressure drop in the transmission
due to oil leakage. Thus, when the pressure in the transmission is too low, the
time to go from one gear to the next will increase. Occurrence of clutch slippage
can be detected but the root cause is not that easily identified. Thus, in this
work we have started to automate the root cause analysis of clutch slippage as
an example use of the proposed approach.

2.2 The Gaussian Mixture Model and Logistic Regression

The Gaussian mixture model assumes that cases are generated from a set of
clusters modelled as normal (or Gaussian) probability distributions [13]. So, for
cases that are numerical vectors of lengthK, assuming a mixture with Z clusters:
p(x) =

∑Z
z=1 p(x|z)pz where x is a case, z is a cluster, pz is the probability of a

cluster and p(x|z) is the normally distributed likelihood of x conditioned on z.
Logistic regression is a classifier that can be trained to distinguish between

two classes [13]. For the two classes c ∈ {0, 1} we have the following probability
distributions given a feature vector (a case) x: p(c = 1|x) = 1

1+exp(−ωTx)
and

p(c = 0|x) = exp(−ωTx)
1+exp(−ωTx)

where ω is a weight vector with K + 1 weights

assuming that x has K + 1 features including an extra feature that is 1 for all
cases. Then, the case is classified as c = 1 if ωTx ≥ 0 and c = 0 otherwise.

3 System Overview

In this section, we give an overview of the system for diagnosing wheel loaders
where computation is being performed both on-board and off-board the machine.
On-board the system filters signals for interesting events that then are analysed
off-board. In the future, more automatic diagnosis might be performed on-board,
but in the current approach, an important function is to enable decision support
to an expert panel for querying the off-board system for relevant cases.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed system, showing the flow of
computation from on-board a wheel loader to a central off-board server. The sys-
tem works as follows (numbers in Fig. 1): (1) The on-board feature extraction
component continuously monitors the machine using on-board sensors for inter-
esting events. (2) Extracted features are assessed for anomalies by a combina-
tion of a statistical model of the normality of each feature and logistic regression
trained on both normal and anomalous data. (3) If classified as anomalous, the
cased-based diagnosis will classify the fault or indicate whether it is a new type
of fault, and assess its severity. Feature extraction will be presented in Sect. 4,
anomaly detection in Sect. 5, and case-based diagnosis in Sect. 6. A prototype
was implemented using the scikit-learn library [14] and the minepy library [15].
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Fig. 1. On-board and off-board fault diagnosis system.

4 Data and Extracted Features

This section describes the data collected from the wheel loader and how features
are extracted. In this paper, we only consider the gear change between two gears,
from clutch 1 to clutch 2. For the experiments that follows, we have used six
signals logged from the on-board electronic system (the CAN-bus). The logged
signals are the turbine torque, clutch 1 differential speed, clutch 2 differential
speed, out-going speed, input speed, and turbine speed. The data was read at
a sampling frequency of 500Hz. Collecting non-anomalous signals was easy but
in order to get faulty data we had to simulate a fault. Thus, we simulated oil
leakage in a clutch by installing two manual needle valves on the pressure out-
takes on clutch 1 and clutch 2. Thereby, we could adjust the oil pressure going
to the piston in the clutch. The valve can then be opened in seven steps from
fully closed to fully opened (0-7 turns) that also simulate the severity of the
fault. From the six CAN-bus signals, we have extracted five feature for each
gear change: the length in time, mean value, standard deviation, kurtosis and
maximum of the sliding mean square value filtering (SMSVF) of the clutch 1
differential speed signal. A clutch slippage is an increase in time of a gear change,
so the length of a gear change is clearly relevant. Also the shape of the signal
is important, which is captured by the next three features. In experiments, we
also validated that computing maximum of the SMSVF gives a good indication
when a clutch slippage occurs. However, it is not in itself enough for identifying
the root cause. Below we describe the SMSVF and kurtosis in more details.

4.1 Mean Square Value and Sliding Mean Square Value filtering

The mean square value of a signal is related to the power of the signal [16]. If a
sampled signal is weakly ergodic, an estimate of its mean square value may be
calculated by squaring each signal sample and sum them, and finally dividing
this sum with the number of samples in the sum [16]. The mean square value of
a weakly ergodic signal x(n), n = 1, 2, . . . , N is given as

x̄2 =
1

N

N∑
n=1

x(n)2 (1)



Where N is equal to the number of samples in the average. The Sliding mean
Square Value filtering is realised by filtering the square of a sample of a signal
with an adequate filter [17]. The moving Average filter is frequently used as a
de-noising technique because of its simplicity in implementation and low compu-
tational load [18]. The mean square value estimates may also provide information
about the stationarity of a signal [19] .

4.2 Higher-order cumulant: Kurtosis

Higher order cumulants has been trending in diverse applications for many years
for their ability to handle non-Gaussian processes [20]. Cumulants above the
third-order are regarded as higher order cumulants while lower order cumulants
are from the third-order and below [21]. Higher-order cumulants are preferred
instead of second-order for signals corrupted with Gaussian measurement noise
since they are blind to Gaussian processes [20]. The first order cumulant is the
mean value, while the second order cumulant is the variance and the third order
cumulant is the third central moment or skewness [20, 21]. Kurtosis is based
on the fourth order cumulant and thus it is a higher order cumulant [22]. The
kurtosis gives an indication of the peakedness and tailedness of a distribution
[22]. The Kurtosis is the normalized fourth order cumulant about the mean and it
is expressed asKurtosis = E[(x(t)−E[x(t)])4]/((E[(x(t)−E[x(t)])2])2) = μ4/σ

4

Where μ4 is the fourth order cumulant and σ is the standard deviation [22].

5 Anomaly Detection

This section presents our work in developing on-board anomaly detection that
uses the output of the feature extraction component. We assume that there is
a very large set of cases known to be normal and a relatively small set of cases
known to be anomalous. In addition, not all fault classes are known beforehand
so new faults should also be detected. Thus, given these assumptions, an ordinary
classifier is not sufficient. So, we use an anomaly detection approach instead.

A common way of doing anomaly detection is to fit a statistical model to
the non-anomalous cases and then, by choosing a suitable threshold, classify
cases above the threshold as normal and below the threshold as anomalous since
they are unlikely [23]. In the following, we instead consider this as a binary
classification problem, so that a soft threshold can be introduced by training a
probabilistic classifier using as case features the output of the statistical model.

The anomaly detection component consists of two parts: the first part is the
statistical modelling part where we fit GMMs to the non-anomalous data and
the second is the classification part where we fit logistic regression to distinguish
between anomalous and non-anomalous data. In most cases when doing anomaly
detection, a GMM is fitted directly to the whole feature vectors, while we instead
fit a GMM to each feature in the feature vectors, independently of the other
features. The output from the GMMs is then a new feature vector with the log-
likelihood of each pair of feature value and cluster. For instance, if we have 5



signals for which we extract 5 features each that result in 25 features in total
and then run a GMM using 5 clusters each, then we end up with feature vector
of length 125. The GMM step can be considered as making a anomaly score
for each pair of feature and cluster that are then, fused together in the next
step using logistic regression. In other words, the linear regression will learn the
weights and thresholds for distinguishing between normal and anomalous signals
from the log-likelihood features.

For the experiment, we trained the GMM and logistic regression on 80%
normal data and 50% fault data and the rest of the data was used for testing
and validation. This was repeated 10 times and the resulting AUC measures
were then averaged. The total size of the data set is 337 of which 63 cases are
faults. Table 1 shows the results measured in the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
that is a common performance measure for anomaly detection based on the
receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC curves) [15]. The AUC is a value
between 0.5 and 1, where 1 means perfect detection while 0.5 means completely
random detection. The two AUC columns compare the use of only the mean,

Table 1. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the anomaly detection.

Feature Type AUC (3 features) AUC (5 features)

Original features 0.948 0.965
Auto cluster 0.959 0.949

Clusters (12 and 14)) 0.968 0.955

standard deviation and the length of the signal as original features (3 features)
and, in addition to that, the kurtosis and the squared mean value (5 features).
In the table, Original features means that we do not use the GMM but the
original features, while Auto cluster means that we use an automatic means of
selecting the number of clusters for each feature that evaluate the goodness of
fit of the statistical model and Clusters means that we used the same number
of clusters for all features but selected the number of clusters that had the best
validation AUC. As can be seen in the table, the GMM (the last two rows) does
not improve the AUC, which is already quite high. Thus, we are able to learn to
detect faults not far from perfect (1.0), but the use of GMM does not improve
the performance.

6 Case-Based Diagnosis

In this section, we describe our approach to diagnosis using CBR that integrate
the statistical model from previous section. An essential component of a CBR
approach is a similarity metric that measures the usefulness of a case compared
to a new case. In our approach, we measure similarity between cases as how sim-
ilarly they deviate from the normal cases with respect to the statistical anomaly
detection model from Sect. 5, and thereby, integrates CBR with the GMMs.



In [9], we defined the similarity between two cases using an information the-
oretical metric of similarity – the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence (J-
divergence) – that compared the predicted class distributions of the two cases
[24]. Likewise, in this paper, we derive a similarity metric for comparing cases
with respect to the cluster distributions of the GMMs, which however is a multi-
label problem in that each case can belong to many clusters. Thus, we let z be
a vector with one cluster zk ∈ {1, . . . , Z} for each feature k = 1, . . . ,K, then the
J-divergence between two cases xi,xj relative to the distribution of z is

J(xi,xj) =
∑
z

(
log(p(z|xi))− log(p(z|xj))

)(
p(z|xi)− p(z|xj)

)
=

K∑
k=1

Z∑
zk=1

(
log(p(zk|xk

i ))− log(p(zk|xk
j ))

)(
p(zk|xk

i )− p(zk|xk
j )
)

≤
K∑

k=1

Z∑
zk=1

∣∣ log(p(xk
i |zk))− log(p(xk

j |zk))
∣∣

where p(z|xi) = p(z1|x1
i ) · p(z2|x2

i ) · . . . · p(zK |xK
i ) (assuming independence of

cluster zk given feature k and value xk
i ) and p(zk|xk) =

p(xk|zk)p
zk

p(xk)
. The less-

than-equal row is valid since log(p(zk|xk
i )) − log(p(zk|xk

j )) = log(p(xk
i |zk)) −

log(p(xk
j |zk)) + log(p(xk

j )) − log(p(xk
i )) (last terms are independent of zk and

thereby canceled out in the sum) and max(
∣∣p(zk|xk

i ) − p(zk|xk
j )
∣∣) = 1. Thus,

starting from the J-divergence, we can derive the Manhattan distance for the
log-likelihood feature vectors that were defined in the previous section.

For evaluation, we use the same data as for anomaly detection. However,
since we only have data from one type of fault, but with varying severity, we
only evaluate the predicted severity. Thus, we train the k-nearest neighbour
algorithm to predict the valve opening using the average of the most similar
cases. In the experiments, we performed 5 times leave-two-out cross-validation
using one case for testing and one case for validation, and the remaining for
training. The features were normalised to have a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1. Then, each feature was weighted using the maximum information
coefficient (MIC) between the predicted attribute and the features [13]. The
number of neighbours was selected using 5-fold cross validation. The result is
shown in Table 2. For both the original features and log-likelihood features, we

Table 2. The mean squared error (MSE) for clutch slip severity diagnosis.

Feature Type MSE (3 features) MSE (5 features)

Original features 4.32 3.91
Auto cluster 4.59 5.24

Clusters (14 and 5)) 4.36 5.18



used the Manhattan distance. As can be seen, the combination of 5 features and
Original features has the lowest mean squared error, although the performance
is not very good. The clustering seems not to have any positive effect in this
case either.

7 Related Work

There are several fault diagnosis approaches that combine CBR with other meth-
ods. One application in the INRECA project is fault diagnosis of robots that
integrates causal trees, decision trees and CBR [4]. A hybrid CBR system with
an ART-Kohonen neural network (ART-KNN) for diagnosing an electric en-
gine is described in [5]. A CBR approach for diagnosing faulty robot gearboxes
was presented in [25, 26] that uses methods from signal processing, the Discrete
Wavelet Transform as well as the Discrete and Fast Fourier Transform. In [6],
an advanced CBR system for automobile service troubleshooting is described
that integrates the use of associate-rule mining, CBR and text mining. In [27],
the authors describe an approach resembling ours for fault detection in locomo-
tives that is an add on to the CBR diagnosis system ICAROS presented in [28].
Like in our system, the signals are processed individually to detect an anomaly
and then fused together using another machine learning algorithm. However, the
integration of the CBR and anomaly detection systems is not described.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a novel approach to fault diagnosis in heavy duty vehicles
that was applied to diagnosing the root case of clutch slippage of automatic
transmissions. The approach integrates methods from signal processing, statis-
tics, machine learning and CBR. We have investigated five different types of
extracted features, among which one feature is a novel approach to detecting
clutch slippage. We have also presented an approach to anomaly detection that
combines GMMs with logistic regression. In addition, we have defined similar-
ity metrics that integrates the case-based diagnosis with the statistical anomaly
detection model in a novel way.

In addition, we have reported preliminary results showing that the approach
works in that it is able to learn from the original features, but more data is
needed, including additional fault types, in order to draw more precise conclu-
sions. Another issue is that the anomaly detection and CBR were evaluated in
isolation, while they would be connected in a real system. Thus, a normal case
would have a valve opening of 0 if also evaluated by for its severity. Also, any
false positives generated by the anomaly detector should be considered, so that
the CBR would be able to classify them as normal.

One possible use of the proposed approach is to support emerging business
models which use monitoring for predicting problems to prevent risk due to
failure, such emerging business models includes, Product-Service Systems, In-
dustrial Product-Service Systems and Functional Products [29]. Yet, there is a



lot of work left before this becomes a reality. We could further investigate other
types of features for improved performance. The anomaly detection and logistic
regression could also be compared with other related approaches. The case-based
diagnosis could use other metrics or be compared to other learning approaches.
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